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Continuous observations of pressure fluctuations at
gravity wave periods (5-30 minutes) in eastern Massachusetts
show that the only important pressure fluctuations not assoc-
iated with moving weather sources are pressure fluctuations
associated with the jet stream. These fluctuations appear
to be non-dispersive and move a little slower than the maxi-
mum overhead jet stream velocity. The coupling between gravi-
ty wave modes and fluctuations in the jet stream is examined
to investigate the pumping of energy from the jet stream into
the upper atmosphere. There are two major problems in under-
standing the nature of the disturbance at the critical alti-
tude where the velocity of the disturbance matches the velocity
of the mean wind. The first problem involves the origin of
the disturbance in the vicinity of such a critical altitude.
Theoretically, the energy flux emitted is amplified by the
wind shear as the wave moves away from the critical altitude.
The second problem involves a wave originating elsewhere moving
into a critical zone. A wave packet moving into a critical
zone becomes so compressed before it reaches the critical al-
titude that the wind shear within the wave itself causes the
atmosphere to become locally unstable. The exact mechanism
for the transport of energy across a critical altitude is not
known. If by symmetry it is presumed that the amplitude of
the wave will be comparable on either side of the critical
altitude, the wave amplitudes in the upper atmosphere can be
predicted.

Energy propagation to the ionospheric D-region (80 km.)
takes 10 hours under average conditions where typical ampli-
tudes will be 10 meters/second. Shorter propagation times
occur when mesospheric temperature gradients are low and winds
above the jet stream are directed opposite to the jet. The
waves are strongly reflected by temperature gradients in the
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lower thermosphere,consequently, it takes a long time to ac-
cumulate any energy at height. Energy typically propagates
upward to about 115 km where it is dissipated by electromag-
netic forces in 20 to 1000 hours. The induced magnetic field
when integrated back to the ground is an order or two magni-
tude less than the quiet-time ambient field. Therefore we
have not observed a correlation between atmospheric pressure
and the magnetic field on the ground but expect that pressure
may be correlated to some measure of activity in the ion-
ospheric D-region.

Thesis supervisor: Theodore R. Madden

Title: Professor of Geophysics
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with.the propagation, gene-

ration, and dissipation of gravity waves in the atmosphere.

In Eastern Massachusetts the observed gravity waves are gen-

erated principally in the jet stream and are thought to propa-

gate up to the ionosphere where they are dissipated by

electromagnetic processes. Gravity wave phenomena are in-

between high frequency meteorology and low frequency sound.

The wave periods (3-60 minutes ) are much shorter than the

earth's rotation period which is important in meterology, but

the wave periods are so long that when multiplied by the

speed of sound they imply-a quarter wavelength comparable to

the atmospheric scale height. Sound propagation at such

periods is profoundly influenced by gravity hence the term

"acoustic-gravity wave."

These gravity waves, like gravity waves on water, have

elliptical particle motions. Water waves, however, are con-

strained to the surface of the water, but these waves are

internal to the atmosphere. Indeed, one of their most inter-

esting features is vertical propagation. Under simplifying

assumptions these waves preserve the quantity f V2  ( is

the air density and V is the wave particle velocity)

while propagating vertically. Since the atmospheric density

decreases an order of magnitude in 15 to 20 kilometers alti-

tude the wave particle velocity may get quite large at high

altitudes. Because of this, gravity waves have been thought

to explain small scale high altitude winds and ionospheric



disturbances. Small scale (one kilometer vertical wavelength)

high altitude (40-200 kilometers) winds have been observed by

meteor trails, rocket exhaust trails, and falling spheres.

(For many references see Hines, Murphy et.al., Dickenson ).

These winds have been attributed to gravity waves, but the

observations are so transient that a quantitative comparison

of theory and data is difficult. Movement of ionospheric

inhomogenities observed by scattering of radio waves is al-

so attributed (Martyn 1950, Hines 1960) to gravity waves but

again quantitative study is difficult.

Much attention has been given to waves propagating long

distances from exploding volcanoes and nuclear explosions

(Cox, Donn and Ewing, Pierce, Press and Harkrider, Pfeffer

and Zarichney). These wave sources are rare; more frequent

sources have been suggested (Hines, Pierce, Dickenson) to

be storms and strong cumulus convection. While this may be

true, our pressure observations over the course of 14 months

have shown no waves emitted by storms which travel any faster

than the storms themselves. On the other hand, of frequent

occurence were disturbances of jet stream speed. Theoretically

these faster disturbances can be expected to propagate to the

ionosphere much more readily than disturbances of weather

front speed.

The strength of these "jet waves" may be explained by

the strong wind shear at jet stream altitudes. When the

wind shear (which has physical dimensions of frequency) be-

comes comparable to the atmospheric vertical resonance fre-



quency the atmosphere becomes dynamically unstable. At any

height where this frequency ratio predicts instability one

may expect a disturbance to form and be swept over ground

observers at the speed of the wind at that height. A height

where a gravity wave velocity matches a wind velocity is called

a critical height; here coupling may occur and the wave can

be amplified. Theory predicts the vertical energy flux of

a gravity wave to be amplified by the wind shear as the wave

emerges from the critical height. As the waves propagate

vertically they may encounter more critical heights. These

may act as barriers or they may transmit the energy; this is

an important topic for future research. In any case the

waves emerging from the last critical height propagate upward

having their energy amplified by the wind shear and their

amplitude further magnified by the decreasing atmospheric

density.

Propagation upward to the ionospheric D-region (80 km)

will take about 10 hours This travel time is quite variable

depending on the wind and thermal state of the intervening

air. The particle velocities at this altitude, if they can

pass through the critical heights without energy loss,will

be about 10 meters per second in both horizontal and verti-

cal directions. This should be measurable by some inde-

pendent means.

Further propagation into the ionosphere is greatly re-

tarded by strong thermal gradients. Typically, disturbance

energy is going so nearly horizontal that it reaches 115

kilometers only after 20 to 1000 hours. In this amount of

I-L1
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time the disturbance will be well spread out in space and wii

be dissipated by electromagnetic processes. Greatly dimin-

ished amounts of energy may get further up and still be im-

portant because the amplitudes continue to increase for

awhile due to the decreasing 0 .

When the gravity wave neutral air molecules drag ions

and electrons across the earth's magnetic field electric

currents are set up which in turn induce magnetic fields.

The currents (.3 microamps'/ meter 2 ) that we extrapolate

from the pressure data are quite comparable to other currents

thought to be present in the ionosphere. Due to the fairly

short (20 km) vertical wavelengths of the wave, the effects

of the currents tend to cancel in the production of magnetic

fields. When the magnetic fields are integrated back to

earth they are smaller than the observed quiet-time varia-

tions by one or two orders of magnitude.

In the first chapter of this thesis we derive the basic

properties of atmospheric gravity waves as previously deduced

by Lamb, Eckart, Martyn, Hines and Pierce. Our deduction

and conclusions on energy and momentum flow of these waves

differ somewhat from other studies by Eliasson and Palm and

by Bretherton. We also discuss difficulties in the linear

theory at the critical height. There is a fairly extensive

discussion of electrical conductivity in a windy ionosphere.

Finally we derive the necessary formulas to calculate the

electromagnetic effects of atmospheric gravity waves. The

reader may prefer to skim the first chapter for its essential

definitions and ideas and go on to the second.
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In the second chapter we present numerous results of ap-

plying the formulas of the first chapter to various simpli-

fied and realistic temperature, wind, and ionization models of

the atmosphere. The simplified models have been included in

order to make clearer the underlying causes of various

phenomena.

In the third and final chapter we present pressure array

data, its collection, and its interpretation with emphasis on

the relation between the observed pressure fluctuations and

the state of the jet stream.



I Acoustic Gravity Waves in a Stratified Atmosphere

Section 1 begins with the established acousto-hydro-

dynamic equations. They are linearized and specialized to

a temperature and wind stratified atmosphere. The trial solu-

tions consist of altitude dependent (z-dependent) ambient

values plus perturbations which are sinusoidal in x, y, and

t but have arbitrary z-dependence. With the substitution of

these trial solutions, the hydrodynamic equations become

linear differential equations with z as the independent

variable and the rerturbations as dependent variables. We

explore different choices of integrating factors with the

dependent variables and come up with a choice of variables

which will be continuous even though the temperature and wind

may be stratified into layers with abrupt changes at the

layer interfaces.

In section 2 we derive formulas for wave energy density

and flow. It turrs out that energy flux is divergent for

a wave propagatinc across zones of wind shear because energy

is exchanged betwcen the wave and the ambient stratified

wind. It i annother quadratic function of the wave vari-

ables, the momentum flux, which is non-divergent when the

wave flows across wind shear.

There are two circumstances under which the energy

density of the wares may become negative: (1) The tempera-

ture lapse is so strong that the heavy cold air on top of

)-_ ULII_--_XII___L~_I_-



the lighter warm air is such as to make the atmosphere

unstable. (2) The wind shear (which has dimensions of

frequency) is greater than twice the atmospheric vertical

free resonance frequency. The first condition corresponds

to static instability of the atmosphere and the second

to dynamic instability.

In section 3 we consider waves whose horizontal phase

velocity equals at some altitude (called the critical height)

the velocity of the mean wind. As a wave of fixed hori-

zontal wavelength propagates to a critical height its

frequency with respect to the ambient medium is doppler

shifted to zero. In the low frequency limit the wave loses

all acoustic character and becomes a gravity wave with a

horizontal group velocity and zero vertical wavelength.

In the vicinity of the critical height an exact solution

is possible. The solution shows a divergence everywhere

of the normally conserved wave momentum flux if the at-

mosphere is dynamically unstable according to condition

(2) above. The role of critical heights and dynamic in-

stabilities is crucial in an explanation of pressure fluc-

tuations observed at,.the ground.

11~4~LI~--I- - .I~LL-~_.*~_UIIII_
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I-A-I From Basic Equations to Stratified Media

We use the conventional definitions: pressure p,

density , sound speed c, particle velocity v=(u,v,w,),

angular frequency 0 , wave numbers k and 1, gravity g,

and ratio or specific heats Y . As subscripts, x, z,

and t are partial derivatives. A bar over a quantity

indicates its time average. A tilde over a quantity re-

presents the perturbation part due to the presence of a

wave. By a stratified media we mean one in which the media

properties are functions of only the vertical z coor-

dinate. We take plus z upward. The trial solutions are:

(1)

Linearization means that products of elements in the right-

hand vector will be ignored as being small. The equations

of adiabatic state (energy), momentum conservation, and

mass conservation are:

(2a) =

(2b,c,d)

D0

~_ _ i___ ~/^ _~ I~~I~_~--LL-~-- -~--- --YL1L--~- -I~-LI-l---_~i-~ .



We expand out the substantial derivatives in this set

(3a) v V f + 'I VOl) V. V.

(3b,c,d) -PI .p V. V -1

(3e) p + V (pv) o

The substantial derivative of an arbitrary scalar variable

f is

(4) .D 4 V4 VT
Dt

- "t+' + ±K4 ,V +

Applying this to the components of the vector variable V we get
(5)

DV U *

In (4) and (5) we introduced the definition of a Doppler

In (4) and (5) we introduced the definition of a Doppler



frequency

(6) D0 o- k.v

Utilizing

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

(7e)

(4) and (5) we linearize the principal

P p W 'f + =L

S A

,-t

4iaW-)

- .fl. +

bO

o) --f ^0

+ V.(

ft ( 1 #

.Agc 4LJO

Next we solve for ,0 ,V, P,

respectively

(8a)

(8b)

(8c) 1

I

P
i
44..

'L

= ffu

set (3)

^ O
W~

and (P /)

IIIYls-*I1--ILX__tli~L --11-__I~-~1I ~I--~JY-LII-.

_;pp

rr

;R pB (-;"cy

(V.V)

;pg (j,)- .1,0 ( . OIU

+ U~y-

~(a P7 _)"

= t-A C
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(8d) ^,

?-= -s1/ # Kf;p ,
(8e)

Substituting (8a), and (8b) and (8c) into (Sd) and

(8e) we get the basic linearized equations for acoustic

gravity disturbances in a wind and temperature stratified

atmosphere.

(9d)

P P

dz .-

(9e) J -n-L

It is useful to put equations (9d) and (9e) into a

form where the matrix of coefficients has the following

properties:

2) it is constant in a constant temperature

constant wind velocity region;

3) it contains no complex numbers, and its

trace is zero.

Then the solutions will have the following properties:
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1) continuous functions of z ; even if wind

and temperature are discontinuous at layer

boundaries

2) sinusoidal or exponential in a constant

temperature constant wind region.

To facilitate manipulating these equations, we freely use

two transforms described in Appendix A.
-i

First we apply the weighting transform with g on

the first variable and -i on the second variable. Here

we assume g is independent of altitude and define V --V-k p

S-~)
,9 9 p

f- +-
,nc

Apply _ CI

(11)

on second variable

(10)

a--

P/.

/0 W

a 
- WC'L
_4 _

dR
V 26\

vP_!

5

P/
W ICI

9 C'
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Do the addition transformation on the first variable

(12)

d
P

CI

+5 \-
Viv

P
+ -.

12p

Now on the second variable use the weight W

r-> / z

(13)

d
d I

-f -- -
cSL

P c" t

_ + 1 ,

Vj)

.j .. Vf-

Finally apply the weight W =

variables and g/

(14)

lz

P
I, Ws aO- to both

to the first variable

Lo-t.)
C S

C se.Z

-- 

-

Uc a

iJI

;I(4P)

the "polished" form of the equations. These

W ',-If

-/ -V A

which is
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equations were derived in a different way be Pierce (1966).

The following algebraic deduction shows how the

first field variable is related to the divergence of vel-

ocity:

V t
IV. V

Use (8e)

Use (8a)

V d

,0dr

I .OV

P4
CA

Sis0t

(15) 'A
cSt

CX

F P+

7. V

The procedure of deriving (14) from (9) ws org-

IIC
^A -3
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inally a difficult one, and the presentation of a sequence

of unmotivated algebraic steps seemed impossible to avoid.

It would be valuable to know just how broad a class of

problems can be reduced to a polished form by the weighting

and addition transformations and to know if the reduction

can proceed in a systematic way. This might be in the lit-

erature on Lyapunov transformations but a cursory inves-

tigation has failed to find it. For example, it would be

nice to know if a polished form is possible for a layer of

constant Brunt frequency. If so, extremely realistic

atmospheric models would be constructed with very few

layers.

In summary, in this section we have deduced equa-

tion (14) from fundamentals. This equation can be inte-

grated to produce the state of the media at one position

given the state at another. It shows that the variables

flI .oV and w are continuous functions of height

even though- the temperature and wind may be discontin-

uous.

Since one expects the vertical velocity to be con-

tinuous at layer boundaries why is it that W/JL is

continuous rather than h/ ? Consider a point where

the boundary is deformed to a sine wave with wind on one

side and not the other. At the zero crossing of the sine

wave the particles on the windless side may have no ver-

tical velocity, but by virtue of the wind, particles
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on the other side are sliding up or down the sine wave

on its steepest slope. An observer moving along with

the particles interprets :% as the amplitude of the

deformed boundary and that is why it must be the same to

observers on either side of the boundary.

One also expects the total pressure to be continuous

at the deformed boundary. The wave pressure is augmented

by a pressure due to the deformation of the boun-

dary. Thus the total pressure

--

is continuous as equation (14) shows.

In the next sections we use equation (14) to study

the transport of energy and momentum by acoustic gravity

waves.



I-A-2 Energy and Momentum Principles

In this section we will derive formulas for energy

density, momentum density, and transport of these densities

in a stratified medium. In the simplest type of wave

propagation the phase velocity and the group or energy

velocity have the same direction and speed. Bringing in

gravity causes these velocities to differ in both direction

and speed. Bringing in a stratified wind causes further

complication because the

conserved at the packet

another. In a media at

vertical energy flux. I

boundary of the system,

into the system at the b

show that Re -P is

no sources. Hence, the

stant in a windy medium

'/1 Re PW' represents

energy in a wave packet is not

propagates from on altitude to

rest OO F is identified as the

f -Lr PW* does not vanish at a

it represents the power flowing

oundary. We will subsequently

altitude invarient in a region of

quantity Re PW" is not con-

where LE is z-dependent. Since

the amount of power which may be

absorbed by a viscous absorber, it is clear that an ob-

server at some altitude seeing a wave can have no idea how

much power it took to generate the wave unless he knows the

ratio of his translation speed to the source's trans-

lation speed.

The situation is not so strange as it may seem.

Consider an observer riding on a flat car in a railroad
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switching yard full of flatcars. If he sees a snowball

flying over his flatcar he cannot tell how much energy

went into launching the snowball unless he knows the rela-

tive velocity of the flatcar from which it was launched.

If a steady state were set up by continuous snowball-

throwing, there is one thing all flatcar observers would

agree on and that is the momentum flux or mass current

perpendicular to the tracks.

In our acoustic-gravity wave problem the constancy

in z of Re - can also be interpreted as a current,

not a current of energy or mass but as related to a ver-

tical current of horizontal momentum. This will be in-

terpreted more fully after we verify that Re PW is in-

deed altitude invarient.

Take equation (I-A-9)

(1)

LW V-Ape))

Introducing the definition of Brunt frequency G)

(2)
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and recalling the equilibrium equation

and utilizing transformations in Appendix A we get

(3)

C P

L ;~
1

I A,
4-A2

4 )
We abbreviate this

(4)
X

Xa
Lf xj

A,
-A]

X,i
43

can get an equation for

d dZd A

(An

X, X,

as follows

cL*
4? 'O VPWtl~L CI I + O

L))

This we may split into real and imaginary parts

- Pp 4f-A r

Now we

(y, X;)

(5)

(6)

+ x, (A,, x Ax, , Y*

+ A,, xx

(7) -- V

W W
-SI Se

2 -

Pln'-o;~l
'9/c' i( - I

,, X )X *

A2.1

, (0 -

-A-
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(8)

Equation (8) shows that in a source free region in

the steady state (W, k real) that Ref * is constant,

independent of z we can define a current F by the

formula

(9) A ,
F = -- Re

where F has the dimensions of momentum density per unit

volume times velocity. Having also physical dimensions of

force per unit area it is a stress. Without the I it is

called the Reynolds stress.

We will now show that F is the time rate of momen-

tum lost by a uniform wind blowing over a unit area of a

perfectly rigid sinusoidally undulating ground. The sit-

uation is depicted in figure i.

wind

particles

A earth I /

Figure 1



The lost momentum is accounted for by the radiation to

infinity of an acoustic-gravity wave. If the atmosphere

is topped by a rigid boundary of if frequencies and velo-

cities are such that the disturbance is evanescent then

investigation whows that F vanishes by virtue of p and

W being out of phase. The force acting on the ground

in the horizontal direction is proportional to the pressure

times the effective area. The amount of area for the force

to act on in the horizontal direction is proportional

to the amplitude of the ground displacement. Both pressure

and area are sinusoidal functions of x. A negative pres-

sure acting on a negative area gives a force in the same

horizontal direction as a positive force on a positive area.

In 1/4 wavelength along x the area is dy. Thus the

area per unit length on the x-axis is Re(dA) where

dA A e dy
AxL

The integral of the pressure times the effective area over

one wavelength along the x-axis is the force.

Force = S0 -A ) J dy

Hence the shearing force per unit area acting on the ground

is

F = Force/area PW
X, n. r-Q



The momentum density M of the waves may be defined

by its continuity equation.

(10) 0 - C  + div F =
at

Taking k real, this becomes

'Al l)
Dt d- in

In the case where w is real we have already shown the

right hand term to be zero. Generalizing to complex w

0 wLZ, we will be able to define £b . Since M

is a quadratic function of field variables and either of

the field variables is

iA'x - r t
(12) = T) e

then L i

and

So we may substitute , - Ld;1 into (11) and also

bring (8) into (11) getting

(13) WU I . ._P~W o

e Wi -



to be complex, but keep k real.

Thus we are considering a time transient problem with

sources and sinks to be of infinite extent in x and y.

For algebraic simplicity take IWtI << I nrl . Then

(13) gives the momentum density as

(14) M= fI 'A oo[ +/ WW

Now using the momentum continuity equation (10)

and the knowledge that the energy current is 1/4 Re PW

we will derive a continuity equation for energy density

and it shows how gradients of the mean flow can amplify

waves going through them. Expand out equation (11)

O___ ,

Again use

(15)

so _Ini =1'

--a -2rMV. +- I0I -fa2d +r j

Multiply by - . and identify &); with 3-_
Z) t

(16)

Take = r + i 0

M -a O PO 'PV^# -
bit a PL A 2 d -4 ;L I -Z -a,.



We identify the rightmost term with the divergence of

energy flux. The center term is wave amplication due to

the flux of wave momentum across the mean wind shear. The

leftmost term is the time derivative of the energy density

E and we next examine it further.

(17) 2E -(A r W4

S;- SLr

Now let Gl be real and substitute (14) into the first

term and :(7) into the second

2E = 5 3 Whf

(18) E d -e ASL

A 1/4 scale appears instead of a 1/2 because P and 1 are

the peak, not the R.M.S. amplitudes of the sinusoidal

time dependence. Now we have derived expressions for mom-

entum density (formula 14) and energy density (formula 18)

in terms of the two complex variables P and W . The media

could also be described at a point by giving two independent

complex variables representing upgoing and downgoing wave

solutions. It could be described by giving four real quan-

tities, say pressure, density and two components of velocity.

By means of the equations of motion any of these descrip-



tions can be derived from the others so they are mathe-

matically equivalent. Some choices give a more intui-

tive feel for the situation than others. For example

take the horizontal component of Newton's equation

(I-A-7b)
= -C I P/u

Ac

AC

WU + _l

u U2)

(19)

f Up

AA_I._0.
_L.

and use it

(20)

as a substitution to eliminate from (14)

M =
if-ft

Equation (20) may be interpreted as

(20a) horiz momentum density - (kinetic energy density)/
(horiz ambient phase vel)

Likewise introducing the horizontal component of Newton's

equation (19) into the momentum flux definition (9) we

get

J_ - V- 14r rL

S(-_nu

-- n i, I , J- uu- pW

+

p U P+WW



In this form it is easier to understand that it represents

the vertical flow of horizontal momentum.., With formulas

(20) and (21) conservation of momentum density (11) be-

comes

(22)

Likewise introducing the horizontal component of

Newton's equation (19) into the energy density (18) we

get

(23) 4E U UP + W P --b -. A

The first term is clearly the kinetic energy of a parcel.

The second term is the potential energy of adiabatic com-

pression. In the third term the factor P W b is like

a spring constant and the factor ( - ) = is the vertical

displacement. Gravity appears explicitly when the defini-

tion of LJ5 is substituted giving

g( -% ) (L ) = gravitational adiabatic compression
energy + density stratification
perturbation energy

The fourth term in (23) is an interaction energy between

the wave and the wind shear. Consider a wind layer; when

its boundaries are distorted into sinusoids the centri-



fugal force inside the layer does work against the bound-

aries as the sinusoidal amplitude increases. Thus the

bigger the wave the more energy has been put into it by

the mean flow. This is quite the reverse of the usual

effect of the density stratification where the wave acts

to increase the potential energy in the mean stratifi-

cation. We will next see that the fourth term acts to

give the wave a negative energy density.

The possibility of a negative wave energy density

arises not just from the wind shear term. It could

also come from the gravitational term if the density were

stratified with the (potentially) heaviest air on top.

A precise condition for the positiveness of the energy

quadratic comes by writing (18) in matrix form

(24) E 4 Ow -__4

The Hermitian matrix is positive definite if its trace

and determinant are positive. Thus for positive energy

we must have

0 +XX f 1) P(I ~



The first inequality is satisfied if the atmosphere has

a stable temperature stratification. The second in-

equality may be violated in strong wind shears. This

gives rise to dynamic instability described in the next

section.

Somewhat different developments by Bretherton (1966)

and Elaissen and Palm (1960) have not included the term

which is negative in the presence of wind shear.

In summary, we have begun with the equation of

motion and found a quadratic scalar function of the state

variables which for the steady state is altitude invar-

ient in a source free region. This quadratic function

represents the momentum lost per unit area per second of

a wind blowing over a sinusoidally undulating ground.

Therefore we identified this quadratic as a vertical current

of momentum. With frequency complex this current has a

divergence which we equate to the time rate of change of

a density which we call the momentum density. With this

continuity equation plus the definition of energy flux

we derived another continuity equation we called the con-

tinuity of energy equation. On solving for the energy

it was found to contain the familiar terms of acoustics

plus new terms due to density and wind stratification.

If the new terms had not been so unfamiliar it might have

been preferable to begin the discussion with the energy

density definition and to have worked back to the energy

and momentum continuity equations. Finally we noted that
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negative energy densities may arise and that this is

associated with instability of ambient state of the atmos-

phere.



I-A-3 The Instability of Waves Interacting

with High Altitude Winds

Coupling is frequently observed between two phenom-

ena which move at the same speed. Here we will study what

happens to acoustic gravity waves propagating at a velocity

which equals that of the wind. Since the wind velocity is

generally a continuously changing function of height one is

concerned with a discrete set of points called critical heights

where the wind speed equals the horizontal component of the

wave speed. Of particular interest in the real atmosphere

are the jet stream winds. Their speed frequently exceeds

20% of the speed of sound. The first thing to notice about

a critical height z is that an observer moving with the

wind at the critical height sees the frequency of the dis-

turbance doppler shifted to zero. In the precise treatment

the doppler frequency £L-= L)o - occurs as a divisor which

leads to some mathematical complexity. An idea of what

happens to the wave may be gotten by seeing what happens

in a wind-free, isothermal medium when the frequency is

lowered keeping the horizontal wavelength fixed. The phase

velocity becomes vertical, the group velocity and particle

motions become horizontal, and the vertical wavelength

becomes very small. The progress of a wave packet emitted

from the ground heading toward the critical height is de-

picted below in figure 1.
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(z)t = J/k:(Al

" :7^ /%- On U--O

0 --- ~ --

Figure 1

If there is a continuing source on the ground the

momentum density of the wave builds up to infinity at the

critical height. Also very large shears develop in the wave

itself.

In the solutions we will develop for the vicinity of

the critical height we can see the effect of increasing the

wind shear. Above a certain critical shear the solutions

blows up catastrophically-. Looking back to the solution in

a stable wind shear we recall that the shear in the wave

itself blows up at zc . Thus, any real wave of finite

amplitude at the ground creates the conditions for in-

stability at some point below z .c

An attempt to give an intuitive idea of this so-

called Richardson instability goes as follows:

Gravity will tend to stabilize the atmosphere with

the densest layer on the bottom. However, if the bottom

layer has a lot of kinetic energy in the form of wind,

there.is no energetic reason why it could not move up to

replace a less dense layer losing some of its wind energy



to do it. Perturbation on the stratified wind flow may

tend to grow with time just like kinks in a water hose

tend to grow because of the centrifugal force on the water.

Stability will be assured only if the gravitational energy

of some perturbed state is greater than the wind kinetic

energy available for the perturbation. Specifically let

two altitudes in a wihd stratified incompressable fluid

be separated by a distance dz have a horizontal velocity

difference du and a density difference dp. Then the

stability condition is

Kinetic energy < potential energy

The right hand side is the square of the Brunt frequency

of an incompressable fluid (formula I-A-2.2) and the in-

equality is within a factor of 2 of the Richardson stability

criterion.

We begin the analytical deduction with formula

(I-A-1.9)
-, g 7

SCL
P 0

PE

_a -ap 06 j l

rz



we may drop all terms without

in the denominator.-0-

d(
(1)

I o ,) - 1 [P
Now it is convenient to introduce the definition

of the Brunt frequency )b "

(2)

If we take the wind profile to be a linear function

U) - , -t

then we have

(3)

of altitude near the singularity,

I -- (----I - I - -r
w -,A (U UZ) -z -

Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) gives

(4) 1 [ 0 f

d L Z-i4 j A/ 1

-t /ALuI \4V1
Taking LOb constant near the singularity we can

integrate (4) in the vicinity of z. Let the matrix of

coefficients by temporarily denoted by A and the solu-

tion vector by X . Then (4) is written

(5) A X-- Ax

Define a new independent variable y by e= - Z/2)

In the vicinity of R - O

/Oz T '62 + .Oc/n

J, -Z



Then

CtY =(-Z,)

and

d de dy
So (5) becomes

dy

(6) = A

dyThis equation may be integrated to give the solution
This equation may be integrated to give the solution

at a point y from the solution x at y_. In-

tegration of (6) gives

(7)

X4 -e
A X ,-)X_

Let the matrix 1 by expanded by Sylvester's theorem.

(8)

-- f7(, CIJe - -
1P[[-~~e' ~~ idia~e Ic~

Here "adj" represents matrix adjoint and A, and X,2 are

the eigenvalues of A. The eigenvalues are the solution of

(9)

= &Sto-0=-X -, I-xUI,

=[e
2C-:2+
A rn c_7

-.L1I1- 1YrrrP-- rrr~ ~L~ PIICIWI-

=I Y_



(10) A;LI

The quantity R as we have seen earlier is called the

Richardson number by meteorologists and is a measure of the

dynamic stability of the atmosphere. It is usually greater

then 1/4 so we will take P as real until later when we

consider instability. The adjoint matrices in (8) are

(12) / -[/_U

The adjoints in (12) correspond to solutions of op-

positely directed flux. This follows since the columns in

the adjoints are proportional to L KP) 0 so 0

is negative (downward) for the plus eigenvalue

and positive (upward) for the minus eigenvalue. The momentum

flux associated with each of these solutions was shown

in the last section to be a constant. The analysis actually

breaks down at any point where _. =0 as may be seen by

re-examining formula I-A-2.8 By means of (7) and (8) we

~I1L_~ _



will attempt to carry the integration across the critical

height. Take the upward going wave and look at the z-

dependent part of the momentum flux.

SSL P --

As long as z+ and z_ are on the same side of zc

the logarithm is real and the above quantity is a constant

equal to unity. If z_ stays fixed but z+ migrates to

the other side of zc the flux undergoes a jump at z .

Evaluating it where Iz+ - c = z_ - cl we get the amount

of the jump.

._ -

The sign ambiguity has been resolved by Booker and

Bretherton by consideration of an initial value problem.

In it one takes (0 hence zc to be complex. Complex in-

tegration shows that the wave is attenuated by an amount

e- 4 on traversal of the critical height.

Hines and Reddy did the problem from a slightly

different point of view and got a different answer. In-

L~I I~I~-L~ ~



stead of integrating first (dz-0) and then letting the

imaginary part of w go to zero, they did it in reverse

order. They took 0 real and integrated in steps of

width Z . If the singular point is kept at a layer

boundary it has no effect even as ( -so) and 6Z P w stays_a
constant.

In any case, one may calculate that the time it takes

to propagate a disturbance through zc  is infinity.

time = momentum density dz/momentum flux
Z_

) - /const.

If one observes a continuing random disturbance on

one side of a critical height and is to decide the ampli-I

tude of the disturbance on the other side of the critical

height none of the above analyses are appropriate because of

further complications. These complications have to do

with non-linearity and instability which for real finite

amplitudes arise beofre the disturbance gets to z
c

Formulas (4) to (8) show that at z = z+

(13) PeW

Reference to the equations of motion shows that

-- -LII- IUCISPI~ -_I__
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(14) 'A

Differentiating gives

(15) U2 dP

The further complication is that (14) and (15)

diverge at the critical height. For any realistic non-

zero amplitude (14) implies we get into problems of non-

linearity even before the critical height is reached.

Formula (15) implies that the wind shear of the wave itself

will become very large and violate the Richardson stability

criterion before the critical height is reached. A numerical

calculation in section III-D shows that for realistic

parameters under the jet stream the stability criterion is

violated before the non-linearity criterion.

This leadsus to consider the Richardson number R

in the dynamically unstable region O< R I/ or 1
imaginary. From (13) we see that there is a solution of the

form

pv - (-) o

This implies an altitude dependent vertical flux of hori-

zontal momentum
'.vL
P W 'oZt)~

- -
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However formula (I-B-8) implies that this flux is alti-

tude independent if W0 is real. Thus C0 must be complex.

~III~II~ _I_~_WXIII___II_1IIICU I-*XL;fll IIII
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I-B Gravity Wave Formulation with Ionization

In sections 1 and 2 we develop formulas for the motion

of ions and electrons in a region of space where neutral

molecules have a prescribed velocity and there is a pre-

scribed electric field. This is done essentially by writing

a vector force equation for both ions and electrons and in-

verting the 6 x 6 matrix. The use of a vector operator

method enables one to treat the 6 x 6 matrix as a 2 x 2

matrix and solve for the exact inverse. This method con-

trasts with the usual derivations in that it remains al-

gebraically simple even when numerical approximations among

frequencies and mass ratios are not made.

In section 3 we consider various coordinate axes along

which the trans-conductivity matrices can be expressed. The

canonical set of coordinates have one vector along the mag-

netic field and the other two rotating around it in oppo-

site directions. The algebra of a many ion problem is

greatly simplified in the canonical coordinates where

"cross-terms" never arise. When the ambient vector fields

are at some oblique angle it is advantageous to select coor-

dinates which are oblique and along the angles of the vector

fields. We have chosen a set of oblique axes and made al-

titude profiles of the d.c. conductivity.

In section 4 we take as known the conductivities just

derived and the acoustic-gravity wave solutions of chapter



I-A and develop formulas for the electromagnetic effects.

The technique is similar to the technique used in section

I-A. Solutions are assumed sinusoidal in time and lateral

extent and an ordinary differential equation is derived

from the physical laws. The equation is numerically

integrated upward through the ionosphere and the application

of boundary conditions determines the constants multiplying

the homogeneous solutions. The particular solution is

found by convoluting the homogeneous solutions with the

sources. Sources for the calculation of currents and

electric fields are the neutral acoustic-gravity motions

and sources for the magnetic fields are the currents.

In section 5 we bring together all the equations men-

tioned into a large system and review some of the approxi-

mations inherent in the formulation. We discuss the full

problem of simultaneous interaction between neutral and

charged partidles.



T-B-1 Continuity Equations

The conservation equations for ions and electrons

of number densities n. and n
1

are

(1) -_ nl V7 . (n,4 v)

(2) ne + V(nVve)

where Q and Qe are ion and electron

minus rates of recombination.

The equation of charge neutrality is

rates of production

O = ni e; l leee

The equation of charge conservation is

(4) , e + Qeee = O

The definition of electrical current J

(5) = V .ev + e e e rl= (V; -V,)

The definition ofL negative or positivc charge density q s

(6) = (neL -r- ee)/a

(3)

__L_______I1Q1YUII___1LICr_-~~I~-~I

= ?l' I112j- _ fHe e e
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Multiply (1) by ej and (2) by ee . Add to get (7),

and subtract to get (8).

(7) 0 o V- K = o

(8) ± V(V(+Ve)

Equation (7) is an approximation which neglects displace-

ment currents. This approximation is dropped in section

I-B-3 because it becomes inconsistent with Maxwell's equa-

tion which implicitly and exactly contain the law of con-

servation of charge.

Equation (8) suggests defining ionization drift rate

D by

(9) = (V *Ve )/

The final equation for ionization production and transport

is

(10) - Qe

Y L-~I~ .-1 --- ~Y~~~PI -*ILIIII~ -L_~~



I-B-2 Momentum Equations, Conductivity of a

Moving Partially Ionized Gas

Let interger subscripts refer to species, that

is, to ions, electrons, or neutrals. Scalars should be

considered to be multiplied by a 3 x 3 identity matrix.

The scalar definitions are: number density n, particle

mass m, density p , charge e, excitation e -it,

collision frequency 17, and scattering efficiency .

Vector definitions are: velocity V, magnetic field B,

electric field E, electric current J, pressure gradient

V7 . Individual components of a vector are referenced

by the coordinate subscripts x, y, or z. We write

the linearized momentum equations for a 3 specie in-

teracting gas without external forces.

(1)

m,n,v, = ,n ,,v-v + n,+, ,t. (v-,)

Conservation of momentum says the sum of the above

equations is zero. The sum on the left side is evidently

the time derivative of the total momentum of the gas, and

the sum on the right side is

o -- n,n (v,- )(oc,- , + n, (v,-v,) (a,- , (vc-vj,) (c-)

~----L" - ~li";^ -*-- -l*P lri~-- --------a~lr-^-r ~-~lrr~-~--- --*r



Since the velocities V1 , V2, and V3 may take on

any orientation and magnitude, the velocity differences

are independent, and we must have - ojj . The

result is the same a if we had considered only 2 species.

Now we add some hypothetical body forces to, for

example, the first of (1)

M,n, = f1,n l,(va-v,) + n,nor,(V-V,)- e,h, (E- BxV,) - VP

Divide by mln1 = l

(2)
0 V, -F V C3 13 Pei -0\3 V5 + EBr, -5

rn, rA j M
w- ~Iv.

I~r, hir~ll 0

The form of equation (2) motivates some definitions.

Define collision frequencies by

(and) the gyro frequency by

and the gyro frequency by

e4BIn/m
and let

(5)

B13

o -B B
B - B

BY BX 0

(4)

=-"~-LYmrr-~ ar~--- I- l' XII-~ _PD___



Notice that A3 -- U U'

Define "diagonal collision frequencies" Z/i;

(6) tLW - I
by

- .
tU

Utilizing these definitions formula (2) becomes

(7) 1V1 + -VI 4 V1.3 V + (-U V,) -

Now we particularize the discussion to ions, electrons, and

neutrals having subscripts consecutively 1, 2, and 3. The

set (1) with Maxwell forces on the ions and a pressure

gradient on the neutrals becomes

-Vi
(74~t- cL)

7'3L

/13 V

7J;13 Va

V3 3 1LV-3 -

We have omitted ion pressure and electron pressure because

they are insignificant in the ionosphere where we intend

to apply this equation.

Equation (8) is a 9 x 9 set of scalar equations. It

is our principal goal to derive a single vector equation

(8)

181
181

I- -Ea.2_
TU31
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relating electric current, voltage, and neutral particle

velocity. The electric current is proportional to the

difference of ion and electron velocities, and the ioni-

zation drift is proportional to the sum. So we rearrange

the first two variables

The first two equations may be written as

(10)

To solve for the current in terms of the electric

field and the neutral velocity, it is necessary to invert

the 6 x 6 scalar or 2 x 2 partitioned matrix in (10).

This inverse is simply the adjoint over the determinant
of the 2 x 2 partitioned matrix because all of the par-

titions commute with one another, each being a polynomial
in the matrix U. In treating the problem of three or more

charged particles, polynomials of higher degree than

___I _~ L _Li~ ~~ I__ ~P~



quadratic will be formed in computing the adjoint and the

determinant but can be reduced to a quadratic by repeated

application of the formula U3 = -U. Finally, we are able

to invert the determinant at most quadratic in U by the

following formula (a,b, and c are arbitrary scalars):

( GI j 4 C + L( Q C I
+3a (a4-U)c ) (b

which is verified readily with the substitution U = -U.

We now invert (10) simultaneously absorbing a minus sign in

the adjoint.

(12a, b,)

where

(13) dei ="Vl v, ) -c., 1 .7,.,Lo ) .P W.o) U]

The principle objective of this section is now complete

for we have the exact statement for the electrical conduc-

tivity (12a) and the ionization drift coefficient (12b)

of a partially ionized gas moving in a magnetic field.

In section (3) we consider expressing the conductivities

_C__FI___I~IIU___I~~-^-^~m ^111_-_1_-- 1~
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along different axes and show a simpler way to treat the

many ion problem.

-lll-92L~ ~ll-i-r0-CYP1113Ur"-C-- ~- -~P~IIICIIIIP~ ~ ( LIICY Ylsl~^l~PLL_.



I-B-3 Canonical Form of the Conductivity

Matrix, Choice of Coordinates

The unit cross product matrix U satisfies the

characteristic equation U3 = -U. Its eigenvalues

satisfy the same equation and hence must be 0, -i, and

+i. The eigenvectors Ao , Al, and A2 of U must satisfy

the equation UA = JA . The three eigenvectors may each

be represented as a product of an operator Q with an ar-

bitrary vector E as follows:

(1) Ao =QoE = (I + U2) E

A1  Q1 E = 1/2 (iU - U2 ) E

A2 = Q2 E 1/2 (-iU - U2) E

The proof that these A's are indeed the eigenvectors

of U follows by direct substitution into UA =pA.

Actually, we have the condition UQ = p satisfied.

(2) UQ0 = U(I + U2 ) = 0 (I + U2 ) =o1Q

UQ1 = U(iU - U2)/2 = -i (iU -U 2 ) /2 = ~lI

UQ 2 = U(-iU - U2)/2 +i " (-iU - U2)/2 = PQ2

The Q operators commute with one another and are

each Hermitian matrices since U is skew symmetric, iU

is Hermitian, U2 and I are symmetric. Thus Q* = Q

- -1 --11 -W WW N 1 10 m, NO
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and Q*Q = Q2

The eigenvectors A are mutually orthogonal because

we have the even stronger condition that the operators

Q are mutually orthogonal. Proof is by computing pro-

ducts of each possible pair

(3) QIQo = QoQI = (I + U2) (iU - U2)/2 = 0

Q2 Qo = QoQ2 = (I + U2) (-iU - U2)/2 = 0

Q2 Q1 = QQ 2 = (iU - U2 ) (-iU - U2 )/4 = 0

The Q matrices are idempotent which means that

Q2 = Q. Proof is by substitution

(4) Q = (I + U) (I + U) = (I + U) = Q

Q2 = 1/2(iU - U2 )1/2(iU - U2 ) = +1/2(iU - U2 ) = Q

Q2 = 1/2(-iU - U2)1/2(-iU - U2 ) = +1/2(-iU - U2 ) = Q

In summary, the Q's satisfy the relation

(5) 'P.O. - S.^ -- f

and we have the fortunate property that products of linear

combinations of the Q's do not give rise to cross terms.

In the preceding section we showed how to calculate

the conductivity matrix 0C as a linear combination of

2
I, U, U2. The point of this section is to show how to

find scalars A o A , and Al so that the con-



ductivity matrix CO is expressed as a linear combination of

the Q's

(6) O +4 4

Then the eigenvalues of the conductivity matrix q-

are simply Xo , and , and the eigenvectors are

Ao, Al, and A2 as may be seen by multiplying (6) through

by each of the A's getting

(7) Q~ =AQQE =\AL

The central job in getting the conductivity matrix

was inverting a matrix (equation I-B-2.10) by the adjoint

over the determinant. Both adjoint and determinant were

polynomials in U. Polynomials in U are easily repre-

sented in terms of the Q's by the relations

(8) i Q + Q + Q

Then a polynomial in U expressed in terms of Q's is

o b + cU c(O + 0, + G) i(Q- ,) -c +w,
(9) =a O, + ((a-c)-.bjQ,*fC-c)420 Qz

The first step in inverting the determinant is to

---- 1 "Pslrrrr-r---C4L~rrrP1114 -W w. -.



express it as a sum of Q's. Say this is formula (9).

Then it is simple to invert.

-i
Let det be denoted as

(10) det- =

where o ) ,and u are unknown coefficients.

The meaning of inverse is that

-i
(11) det det = I

Which in terms of the Q's is

(12) L b~Q)(dQa4-pQI+Yo ) QC- Q, + Q

By the orthogonality of the Q's there are no cross

terms so oC , 6 ,and ' are readily identified and

-1 Qo Q1 + Q2
(13) det - +

a (a- c) - ib (a - c) + ib

Recapitulating, the conductivity matrix is the inverse of

a matrix (of formula I-B-2.10) whose elements are polyno-

mials in U, or equivalently a sum of the Q's. We invert

this matrix just like ordinary matrices by the adjoint

over the determinant. The determinant which is itself

a sum of Q matrices is inverted with (13). The result is

_I1_____IY________^_^li _I .l~_iZ-_.-
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num num
det a + bU + cU2

(14) ( = num -1 2

a (a + c) - ib (a c) + ib

(15) = A 0Q6+?AtQ, + A-c 0:

which gives the relation of a, b, and c to the A .

For direct currents at low altitudes where collision

frequencies dominate gyro frequencies we see by formula

I=B-2.13 that a dominates b and c.

(I-B-2.13) det -- (W",-'1; J- Yr'Vk'J) U O, U
0 - C U

Then by (14) and (15) all of the eigenvalues of the con-

ductivity matrix become the same because physically the

conductivity is becoming isotropic.

At high altitudes where the situation is reversed

Sdominates. Then "a and - may be neglected.

Then the current is the projection of E onto B taken

in the direction of B since (15) becomes

(16) _X 13, B U3)
% -A- I - - Ay

07 4 U A) - 6
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Choice of a basis is somewhat arbitrary and to counter-

balance the good features of the canonical basis are the

following considerations:

If one were interested in the slight deviation from

isotropy at low altitudes, one would be taking the dif-

ference between two nearly equal eigenvalues. From a

computing point of view it would be advantageous to work

with the difference directly. This can be accomplished

with another basis, say I, U, I + U2 . We find OC.

such that

(17) + + -U

By Sylvester's theorem the eigenvalues , of o~ are

found by substituting into (17) the eigenvalues O,-i,4 of U.

(18) +

When the situation is physically isotropic C , and 0T

are zero, but if it becomes very slightly anisotropic,

we have a better numerical description with 0 ,

and 0 than with the eigenvalues A , A,
and A .
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Another reason to prefer the basis of formula (17)

to the canonical basis is that no imaginary numbers are

introduced. The imaginary components in the canonical

representation arise because the axes are circularly

polorized. Physically the vector IE points in the

direction of E, UE is in the direction of B x E,

and (I + U2)E is along B (since its cross product with

B, U(I + U2 )E vanishes).

The conductivities for mean daytime conditions

have been computed in the I, U, I + U2 basis, tab-

ulated in table I-B-3.1 and graphed on Figure I-B-3.1

They refer to the formulas

(19) f- (JE TE TE(I+'E av U +jv(JVu

a, V + DG(.E4 U? (( VTU ))v3
In this notation CE is the Pederson conductivity,

CyJT , is the Hall conductivity and 6' is the

conductivity along magnetic field lines. These are oblique

coordinates unless E is perpendicular to B.

Finally we consider manipulating a large matrix M

whose elements are linear combinations of Q's. In the

many ion problems, one wants to invert such a matrix.

Suppose M e written as

V 0 o 0 , a , M



Table I-B-3.1 Mean solar mid-latitude daytime ion-
ospheric properties and derived conductivities.

H
200
1 D
165
140
12

82
60
40

T3
12,35
1123
1023

712
35
210
1602
247
264

T2
173*
1503
1330
979
513

153 S
247
2SS

763
726
534
566
393
331
2652
323
333

GAMMA
1.455
1.443
1.44-1
1.433
1.4?6
1.413
1.415
1.411
1.417

DENSITY
.28E-39
.57E-,9
.11E-8
.355-3
.25E-17
.5E-35S
.25E-14
.357-03
.54F- 2

N2

.25E 12

.2 E 12

.16 12

.14E 12
1.Y3E 11

.32E 193
1.,I3E 33
1.C'rE 07

NU23
.13E 93
.24E C3
.45E 03
.12E V;4
.67E 34
.83E 95
.35' $7
.61 U 3
.10E 10

ViJ21
.34E 3S

.311 35

.33E 33

.77E 33

.16? 84

.2211 31
.23E ,3°

BASIS IS I,U,T+U*U

H
250

195

14

80

60
48

JE3
.13E-34

.31 E-14

.73E-34
.1 E-33
.13E-04
.25E-15
.45E-07
.28E-C9

H DEO
202 .13E 03
180 .25E 03
160
149
123
165

63
43

JEI
.191E-36

.13 -35

.14E-14

.25E-93

.27E-33

.767-25

.77F-CS
.29T-11

JE2
.19E 2
.13E 32

.74E a1

.?9E 1 I

.54E 33

.33E-01

.23 E-04

.13 E- 83
.30E-13

DEI DE2
-.17E 05 -.19E 09
-. 17E 05 -. 16E 29

.49E 03 -. 17E !5 -. 12E 09
.15E G4 -. 16E 05 -. 55c 9
.49E 94 -. 11E 05 -. 12E S33
.26E 33 -.33E 34 -.13E 07

-. 25E - 75 7 n -A 23E 5

-. 14E 04 -. 24E 33 -. 41'- 0'2
-.37E 02 -.90E 0 -.940E-0t

JV JVI
.12-13 -.77E-:39
.35T-1 -.,12E- 3
.E-09 -. 19 6-3
.3 5 -"9 -. 47F-0 3
.15E-37
S16E-07
.46-39
.45 -12
.71E-15

DVO
.1 IE-33
.457-33

-. 11-97
- .75E-09
-.15-09
-. 27- 11
-. 17E-13

DVI
.75-322

-. 15E-31
.175-32 -. 29E-31
.16G-1 -.83-01
.33E 03 -.24E C'
.5E 09 -.15?-C1

.99E 30 .34E-~1
1.0E ~0 .52E-02

Symbols not defined by formula 19 are: H, altitude in
kilometers; T3, neutral temperature; T2, electron temp-
erature; C, sound speed; GAMMS, ratio of specific heats;
N2, electron density; NU23 elec ron-neuLtral collisij
frequency; NU21, electron-ion collision frequency; NUl3,
electron-neutral collision frequency.

i'J 13
.3E 31
.59E o1
.12E 02
.36E -2
.27E 33
.51V a4
.5: r
.35; 07
,54E 9x

JV2
-. 12 -13
-. 36E-i9
-. 11E-V9

-. 15-0:)7
-.16E-27
- .46~E-99

- .4E- 12
-. 17E-15

DV2
.13E 31
.1E 61
1., E 03
.937 03
.6SE 03
.53E Zr3

.14E-31
.54E-04



200

150

100

50l
-8 -6 -4 -2

LOGIooJE ,MHO/METER

50 ' " I I I
2 .4 6 8

LOG() oDE, METER 2/VOLT-SEC

-12 10 -8 -6

LOGlo c- Jv, AMP-SEC /METER 3

-3 -2 -1 0

LOGlocv, DIMENSIONLESS

200

I-

3

150

100
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where the W( is the Kronecker product. This means that

each scalar element in Mi is considered to be multiplied

by Qi" By considering a few examples, it is easy to see

that due to the non-interacting nature of the Q's we

have

det M =
i=o

adjoint M

The eigenvalues of

and M2 multiplied

eigenvectors may be

-z
M are the eigenvalues of

by the eigenvalues of the

likewise attained.

M , M
Mo' T1'

Q's. The

mi) 0 QL-



I-B-4 Electrical Phenomena with Prescribed Neutral Velocity

Now we derive equations which enable us to calcu-

late the electrical effects of acoustic gravity waves. In

this section we take the behavior of the neutral atmosphere

to be completely determined by the acoustic equations

and we use the neutral particle velocities as sources to

drive Maxwell's equations. Since we are concerned with

millicycle per second frequencies we can drop time deri-

vatives in Maxwell's equations and take the electric field

E to be derivable from a potential .

The divergence of electrical current J vanishes

(2) 7 - O

From section II-B-2 and 3 we have the electrical

conductivity expression

-20

(3) - - V

where is the velocity of the neutral wind. Inserting

(3) into (1) we get



g§' v

where r is the resistivity matrix and

called the source vector. We take solutions to be of the

form

(5)

J)x12
JZ
\P

TX (ZJ()

J, ct)

" A + L y

Inserting

(6)

(5) into (4) and into (2) we get

C,

IJ-X x]

C

Bringing terms without z derivatives to the right

(4)

' = - =- J

will be



(7)

d
d2

L~d 0 C

3;,

Interchanging the last two equations in set (7)

(8)

dC

0

0

-f

r., r.y
Jr

J-x

Next we partition this 4 x 4 into a 2 x 2 of 2 x 2's

(9) 0

solving the top equation for xl,

(10) X( -- A (-A 1 X, + 5,)

and inserting back into the bottom of (9)

SA

S,

S
0

SX

Sy

S,

0 I A,, , x ,1
xa -Ak AXI I - X S, i



(11) (1As, ),

This is the desired 2 x 2 set of equations which we may

write symbolically as

(12) A ] C

These equations are solved in principle by matrizants

(Gantmacher Vol, 2 p. 131) and in practice by various

numerical integration schemes. (Further details are in

Appendix F.) There seems to be no point in writing out the

elements of A explicitly since no simplifications arise

with a general conductivity matrix.

Having calculated Jz and I by numerical integra-

tion of (12) one gets all the other variables by either of

two routes. The first way is to use (10) to get Jx and

J and then (4) to get E: The other way is to use (1)

to get E using (12b) to get E and then (3) to get J.

Both methods have been used as a check.

Finally we come to calculate the perturbation in the

magnetic field H. For this we use curl H = J and div

H = 0. Arranging as a matrix



o -03 1*

S0 -U

;l ; a,

and interchanging the first and second rows

o -,

o a

-y (:f

R(~

0

and replacing the third by ik times the third plus il

times the fourth we get:

(15)
0 -

o -(i) -;I

LA ;a a,
H.

J<

Now it will be observed that the second and third of (15)

constitute a 2 x 2 set for H and H
y z

(13)

H x
Jy

i

(14) Hx
H Y -Jx



(16)

Rearranging

(17) - - o N Y

IHe (;P I HZ J,

In the event that = 0 the above system is degenerate

and one can use another set of variables

(18) d [ ]
L H 0 Hx J

In a departure from the usual situation the matrix

is independent of the media and (17) and (18) have the home-

geneous solution

(19) NX :t

Usually one uses the damped homogeneous solution

in a terminating halfspace. Here the situation differs

because the halfspace (above the ionosphere) we envision is



not devoid of sources as the currents are prescribed from

the solutions of equation (12). A halfspace inhomogeneous

solution of curl H = J is then

(20) H - J7

as may be verified by substitution.

Consider a situation with a current free halfspace

below z = 0 , arbitrary currents between 0 and z1

and halfspace currents above zl. Then matching solutions

at z we have

(21) VX
de+ e+e d /

where 0( is an unknown scale factor of the damped solution

below z = 0 integrated to zl, and p is a scale factor

for the damped solution in the upper halfspace. The second

term is the source convolution below zl, and the fourth

term likewise above zl. The matrix A is the matrix of

formula (18). Equation (21) is two simultaneous equations

for the two unknowns and . When they, are solved

for, the solution is knouneverywhere.



I-B-5 Wave Guide Mode Integration

Consider the analogy between neutrals characterized

by P and V and ionization characterized by q and

D . There is a formally identical continuity equation and

formally similar momentum equation. The neutrals, however,

have an equation of state which relates their density to a

pressure whose gradient appears in the momentum equation.

We have written no such equation of state for the ioniza-

tion. The notion of an ion "pressure" for the first order

wave motion seems inappropriate since the ionized atmos-

pheric components do not even satisfy the zero order hy-

drostatic equation. It might seem that by dropping one

variable (ion pressure) and one equation (ion state equation)

we could still do the problem, but we cannot. Without an

equation of state for ionized media, we have the dilemma

that we have no equation with a I term to integrate

q , nor do we have an equation with which we can eliminate

q from the set. A satisfactory procedure for the lower

ionosphere is to ignore the ionized particle drift so far

as the momentum equation for neutrals is concerned. In

formula I-B-9c we set the drift D equal to the neutral

.motion V 3 and include a gravity term, getting

(10) to (12)

-PD

b^PI ~- -LILI~-yl .Ii __ll -CL~III



A posteriori we can calculate D with formula I-C-2-12b

from J and V3 to see how long a time must elapse for

D to significantly change the initial ion distribution.

Other equations we will need are Maxwell's equations,

(1) to (3) VxE HyH O

(4) to (6) Vx H - - = o

the conductivity equation I-B-2.14 which we write as

(7) to (9) J E.: + So-E

the equation of continuity for neutrals,

-"
(13) 4 + V fV) +O

and the equation of state for neutrals

(14) -R -O

DL

Organizing all these together, and introducing a

few simplifying definitions, we get Table I- B-5-1.

Table I-B-5.1 can be reduced by the method of sction-

I-b-4 to a 6 x 6 first order linear differential equation.

The coupling is .severe enough that there seems to be no



crl lrO

curl H-T'-e-o

J- a(G xB)- o

t

-PI - C-A
Pt

Table I-B-5.1 Complete set of equations for waveguide integration of electromagnetic-
acoustic-gravity wave disturbance.
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point in doing this in symbolic form. It may as well be

done by computer as the integration proceeds. An advantage

of doing it by computer is that the optimum pivot can be

taken at each altitude; this may be very important since

the dynamics are controlled by different equations at

different altitudes.

An alternative method which may be faster and numer-

ically more stable goes as follows: Take the electrical

variables to be zero during the first integration. Then

take the acoustic variables from the first integration to

be sources to solve for the electromagnetic variables.

Next take the electrical variables as sources on a second

acoustic integration. Continuing in this manner one hope-

fully converges to a solution which also satisfies the 14 x 14

set on the table.

The first iteration is not necessarily satisfactory

even if J and D influence the neutrals quite weakly.

In chapter II we see that many gravity waves are deflected

to propagate almost horizontally so that electromagnetic

forces have a long time to act beA fore the disturbance gets

very high.

~r~i~lssl~ll~~r----~-L;-- -c-- ---



II Results of Calculations

The purpose of this chapter is to present machine inte-

grations of some of the differential equations in the last

chapter to see what kind of behavior is possible. First

we describe well known (Hines) isothermal space properties.

Since thermal gradients strongly influence the waves we

then consider a succession of model atmospheres between

isothermal and realistic.

Consideration of a simple jet stream model shows how

it profoundly influences wave propagation with velocities

comparable to the jet velocity. This is illustrated with

particle velocity diagrams and dispersion curves. We are

interested in the upward propagation of these disturbances

and the fact that their vertical wavelengths are comparable

to scale changes in temperature leads us to do a special

calculation which shows the extreme importance of thermal

gradients.

To get an idea of the importance of electromagnetic

damping of gravity '.'"waves we.' first take up the electromag-

netic damping of uniform ionispheric winds as a function

of altitude. The damping of gravity waves is much more

complex, but the overall energy loss rate turns out to be

roughly the same function of altitude. Then we calculate

the electromagnetic fields induced by some acoustic-gravity

waves in some typical situations. Finally we consider

r~-~QI~(IL*~ l ur~-u~ -rc~-~---rur--
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cellular rather than plane waves to see the effect of the

changing current geometry on the magnetic fields.

In the end we have a quantitative picture of gravity

waves emitted from the jet stream propagating upward to

where they induce dissipative electromagnetic fields and

die out.



II-A-1.1 Free Space Dispersion Curves

Figure (1) is the free space dispersion curve given

by Hines (1960). It may be derived by specializing our

layer integration formula (I-A-1-14) by replacing -d- by ik
42 z

The layer integration formula is then an eigenvector equa-

tion for the eigenvalue ik . Hines' dispersion relationz

may be thought of as the eigenvalue kz as a function of

k . and W . Selecting a certain frequency selects a

curve. The direction of the propagation vector k is given

by a vector from the origin to the curve. This is the direc-

tion of the phase velocity. The group velocity is given

by LO . It is perpendicular to the curve at the tip of

the k vector in the direction of increasing frequency

(decreasing period). Notice that at the long (gravity wave)

periods a k vector with an upward vertical component im-

plies a downward component of the group velocity. Also

notice that in the long period limit all group velocities

become horizontal and phase velocities become vertical. That

limit must be approached in the jet stream when one observes

a steady disturbance at the ground traveling at jet stream

speed because an observer moving with the jet sees the dis-

turbance frequency doppler shifted to zero.

Figure (2) gives a picture of group velocity magnitudes

as a function of frequency and direction. It is notable

that a low frequency cannot propagate vertically.
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Figure II-A-1.1 After Hines (1960). Free space dis-

persion curves of acoustic gravity waves. The numbers

in the boxes are periods in minutes.
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Figure (3) shows the altitude dependence of various

parameters. One sees immediately that non-linearities will

arise when weak but observable disturbances on the ground

propagate to ionospheric altitudes.

II-A-1.2 Thermal Effects

With the mathematical formulation used in this thesis

and the computer programs developed, there is no need to

consider layer models for the atmosphere's temperature and

wind structure. We still like layer models because of the

insight they afford compared to realistic models for which

cause and effect are harder to unscramble. Therefore we

introduce the thermo-jet or T-J layer model. It shows all

the principle modal behavior of a realistic model. The

T-J model has a constant sound speed of 300 meters/sec be-

tween 0 and 100 km altitude, and 550 meters/sec above 100 km

(thermosphere), and a 75 meter/sec jet stream between 8 and

10 km in an otherwise quiescent stmosphere. Figure 4 shows

how dispersion curves undergo the transition from an iso-

thermal atmosphere to the T-J model. Figure 4a applies to

a thermosphere with a 301 meters/sec sound speed; 4b to

350 meters/sec; 4c to 450 meters/sec and figure 4d to a 550

meters/sec sound speed. Pluses and minuses refer to the sign

f the dispersion relation. Where the sign changes a mode

is possible. At some periods and phase velocities the half-

space solution is not evanescent but is an outgoing wave
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solution. In the nomenclature of I-A-2 "outgoing" means

that the sign of the vertical wave number in the half-

space is chosen to make the energy flux TW8 positive.

The numbers in the upper left hand corner of the dispersion

diagram are vertically leaking acoustic waves. The numbers

in the lower right are vertically leaking gravity waves. Modal

solutions for these leaky waves require complex frequencies

or complex horizontal wave numbers. We have instead kept

the frequency real and put in a pressure source at jet

stream level. In these regions of the T-V plane numbers

are printed which represent the octant of the phase angle of

the source. The real part changes sign at practically the

same frequency as the real part of the dispersion relation

for a leaky mode so the leaky and non-leaky regions merge

smoothly.

At 300 meters per second all models show a practically

undispersed wave. In an isothermal atmosphere it is called

the Lamb wave. The Lamb wave's particle motions are hori-

zontal (or nearly so when the thermosphere is added) and so

it is practically unaf fected y i T'h enery density

is trapped near the ground, damping exponentially with a

scale height of about 30 kilometers. In the isothermal at-

mosphere there are no nodes. When a thermosphere is added

there are still no nodes for periods less than the atmospheric

vertical resonance 4 minute periods. At larger periods there

is a node around 100 km altitude. This is of mathematical



significance but not practical significance because the node

is at high altitude on the tail of the energy distribution.

At these longer periods another wave has become the funda-

mental mode. Its speed at the long period limit is about

500 meters/second. Its energy density is maximum at the 100

km thermosphere boundary and it damps off in both directions.

In the limit of a very hot (light) thermosphere and very cold

(heavy) air layer and long period (incompressible medium).

This wave resembles a surface wave on water.

One expects high altitude (100 km) nuclear explosions

to excite the 500 meter/second mode and near surface ex-

plosions to excite the 300 meter/second mode. Although there

were a number of nuclear explosions during our year of ob-

servations, we failed to see any waves. This was due to

their great distance (90*) and comparatively weak strength.

II-A-1.3 Jet Stream Effects

In figure 5 one sees the effect of the 75 meter/sec

jet stream from 8 to 10 kilometers altitude is to cause a

cluster pnoint of modes around 75 meters per second. From

figure 1 one sees that long period waves have a short vertical

wavelength. This explains the cluster point. If an ob-

server outside the jet sees a 76 meter/second wave, an ob-

server inside sees a 1 meter/second wave with a very short

vertical wavelength whose period is doppler shifted to be

very long. Since the vertical wavelength gets arbitrarily



short, the mode number gets arbitrarily large, hence the

cluster point in the mode diagram.

A modal diagram of this type showing velocities less

than the jet stream speed is somewhat questionable due to

the integration through two singular points. This was dis-

cussed extensively in section I-A-3. A computer program

working with layers experiences no difficulty because the

singular point is missed being at the point of discontinuity

between layers. Below 75 meters/second one simply has a

backward going wave in the jet coupled to a forward going

wave outside the jet. An important reason for showing the

modes below 75 meters/second is that if the T-J model were

the real atmosphere, observational experience shows that the

jet sources are probably located below the peak of the wind

velocity profile.

The scales of figure 5 are expanded somewhat to make

figure 6. The non-dispersed modes at short periods are

gravity waves inside the jet and acoustic waves outside.

Since acoustic waves do not propagate outside the jet the

modal profile is strongly damped outside the jet. This is

quite in agreement with our observations in the real atmos-

phere which show very little energy above the Brunt fre-

quency. The Brunt frequency in the troposphere is actually

lower (about 10 minutes) than the Brunt frequency in the T-J

model due to the temperature lapse in the troposphere. Thus

-31YC- ~--~- ~~XBY~ --"'-~-~-~-- ---'-
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Figure II-A-1.6 This is figure 5 with an expanded phase

velocity scale.
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in a more realistic model, the curves of figures 5, 6, and

7 would be shifted more to the right.

In figure 7 the scales have been expanded even farther.

The nearly vertical lines represent atmospheric vertical

resonance. The nearly horizontal lines represent jet-stream

modes. This figure has been shown merely to illustrate an

academic matter. Phase velocity curves can't cross.

II-A-1.4 Vertical Group Velocity

Strictly speaking there is no way to define vertical

group velocity in the medium we are considering because

it can produce such strong reflections. Nevertheless energy

does migrate upward from low altitude sources to high al-

titudes where it is dissipated. Without solving the time

transient problem we can calculate reasonable measures of

vertical energy transport. Consider a source at a perfectly

reflecting gournd overlain by a simple layer and halfspace

with a 99% reflection coefficient at the halfspace. If the

group travel time from the ground to the halfspace is to,

an observer just above the layer in the halfspace might

regard 50t or 100t as a better estimate of the time foro o

vertical energy transport than just to The time t

might perhaps be more accurately called a signal velocity

and might very well be the appropriate velocity to consider

for some experiments, but it would not be the vertical energy

transport time.
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Figure II-A-1.7 This is figure 5 with an even

expansion of the phase velocity scale.
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We have here defined the vertical energy travel time

from the jet to an altitude h by putting a source just

above the jet and a perfect, non-reflecting absorber at h.

The travel time is then said to be the integral of the energy

density between the two points divided by the vertical energy

flux.

absorber

S energy density dh
sourceenergy travel time =source

Energy flux

When this formula was calculated for the real atmos-

phere it was found as expected that vertical acoustic

waves have just the delays ordinary ray theory would predict

because the reflections are small; however for jet stream

waves reflections can be very strong. This is graphed in

section II-B-2 figure 1 for a range of horizontal phase

speeds. The most notable thing about the graph is the very

large vertical travel time taken by slow disturbances and the

extreme sensitivity of vertical travel time to the horizon-

tal velocity. In going from 60 meter/sec waves to 30 meter/sec

waves the transport time to 100 kilometers altitude goes

from 20 hours to 2000 hours. It is also clear that temp-

erature gradients around eighty kilometers play a strong

role in retarding the energy. Since these temperature gradi-

ents are not really well known and are thought to disappear

in winter it is clear that situations could arise in which

energy could propagate to the ionosphere much more rapidly
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than computed in figure II-B-2. Another situation which

could result in very rapid vertical transport is if the

wind overlying the jet stream were in the opposite direction.

This would effectively increase the horizontal phase velocity

of the waves and reduce the reflecting effect of temperature

gradients.
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II-A-2 Particle Motions

The presentation of complicated 3-dimensional vector

fields presents a challenge which is well worth taking up

for the insight into the physical process which it affords.

The figures in this section are computer output and the code

for figuring out field direction is as follows:

"1" indicates a vector within 300 of pointing up because
a 1 looks a bit like a vertical arrow.

"I" indicates a vector with 300 of point down

indicates a vector pointing to the right

"=" indicates a vector pointing to the left

"/" indicates- a vector between 300 and 600 or between
1800 + 300 and 1800 + 60* with unspecified direction.

"N" indicates a vector perpendicular to "/" because it is
the best keyboard character with an upward line to the
left.

"." indicates a vector with a more than 600 component
coming out of the paper because it is like the tip
of an arrow as seen by the target.

"*" indicates a vector with a more than 600 component
going into the paper because it looks a bit like
the feathers of an arrow as seen by the archer.

Figure 1 shows the particle motions of the Lamb wave.

The wave is propagating to the right along the x-axis in a

T-J model atmosphere. Below 100km one sees the horizontal

particle velocities one expects, purely longitudinal. Be-

cause the thermosphere is hotter, hence lighter than the air

beneath, the particles tend to burst out into the thermos-

phere from the point of maximum compression below. On
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the figure this is at 50 kilometers on the x-axis and 100

kilometers on the z-axis.

Figure 2 shows the particle motions in the T-J

model for a disturbance of a fast jet stream velocity

(85 m/s) and 20 minute period. The most obvious difference

with the Lamb waves is the standing wave pattern due to

reflections at the thermosphere boundary. The wave is pro-

pagating to the right, and as it does the phase fronts in the

ionosphere appear to move downward. The air currents are

circulating and there are no obvious regions of compression

and rarefaction as with the Lamb waves. For the realistic

atmosphere particle motions are a great deal more complicated

due to their vertical wavelength being comparable in scale

to vertical changes in temperature.

Figure 3 shows particle velocities of a wave going

just slightly faster than the jet at its peak. The wave

propagates to the right and must be sustained by a source

at the ground. Phase fronts move downward as the energy

is radiated outward. The wind increases linearly (actually

in 20 constant layers) to 50 meters/second at 10 km. al-

titude and then decreases linearly at the same rate. It

is notable that the wind gradient does not seem to set up

partial reflections as temperature gradients do. As the wave

propagates up to the point of maximum wind vt L- C its- A-

quency is doppler lowered and the phase fronts become parallel

horizontal.
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In figure 4 the source has been moved up to 5.5 km

altitude. This has the effect of producing a standing wave

pattern below it due to reflections off the ground.

In figure 5 the phase velocity has been reduced below

the maximum jet speed. Thus there are 2 critical heights

near 5 and 10 kilometers where the integration must pass

through a singularity. (see section I-A-3) The program

sidesteps this problem by putting the singularity at a layer

interface. This problem was discussed theoretically in chapter

I-A-3. Briefly the conclusion was that the group velocity

becomes horizontal at the critical height. The source then

feeds finite power into the region of the critical height

and the energy density becomes so large linearity breaks down.

Even before linearity breaks down, the wave has very large

horizontal shears and itself violates the Richardson stability

criterion at the critical height. For lack of a better

approach at the present time we might then regard the cri-

tical height as a secondary source, due to the onset of some

turbulent motions driven by the waves. The actual effect

of this situation on the waves and the waves ability to cross

these critical zones remains an important unsolved problem.

We will refer to this problem again when we examine the ob-

servational data.
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II-B-2 Ionospheric Winds; Two Dimensional Conductivities

A simplified way to begin the study of ionospheric

winds is over a flat earth of infinite extent. Include

a uniform horizontal wind and magnetic field with arbitrary

inclination. Charged particles try to avoid crossing magnetic

field lines, but collisions with molecules of the neutral

wind will drag them along. This results in some pattern of

current, voltage, ionization drift, and in a loss of the

kinetic energy of the neutral wind.

There can be no vertical electric current since even a

very small one would set up rapidly growing vertical electric

fields. There could, however, be vertical motion of the

ionization with both electrons and ions moving at the same

velocity. Of course, if one envisions a steady state, this

implies that ionization is taking place at one level and

recombination at another.

In this section we consider B, Ex, Ey, Vx, and

V to be prescribed. Along with the assumption that J
y z

and Vz vanish, we can calculate the complete state of the

atmosphere Ez x' JyI Dx, Dy Dz 7 7  . The dragging

causes a pressure gradient 7 P and the rate of energy

dissipation is -V P . The kinetic energy of the neutral

.s s V(V ) ,-, Ch~ y cay time
rV~~ ~ - L~ ~, r~ ~n~rrnyri~t. ~v~rprn

We begin with the conductivity from I-B-3.19 and



abbreviate O. J E

(1)

cZrJ
vJt

by 0- and V

Ex

by

S2

_"x fy , Y
ifzy f

with Vz = 0 the equation Jz = 0 gives

(2) O - 67, , K.] vx

Solve for E

(3)

Now (3) may be reintroduced into (1)

(4) [ CK _ _ ll I E,_

[whc i I codc I e

L L 'Yx 'YYJ LJYj L

which is the desired 2-dimensional conductivity expression.

104
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It is straightforward to derive a similar expression for

ionization drift, say D crDEE +  D V V . ome

vertical drifts can be quite large; for example, when B

is at 45* in the X-Z plane and the neutral wind is in

the X direction. Then at high altitudes the vertical com-

ponent of drift is half the horizontal wind speed. At

altitudes where collisions are sufficiently rare a charged

particle just follows a field line after a collision. It

can go upward about a scale height before it is returned by

gravity which we have neglected. When the particle slides

back down the field line and recollides with the neutral

gas, it will be moving in a direction opposite to the neutral

wind and therefore create a greater dissipation than we

have calculated. It would seem that this enhanced dissipation

could not exceed the dissipation of a vertical B field.

Next we calculate the extent to which charged particles

are 'dragged along by the neutral wind.

We have the basic definitions

(5) = e (V, - V)

D- (v - )

which we invert to give

6) V, = D 7/(- e)

A measure of the relative motion is given by dotting V3

A measure of the relative' motion is given by dotting V3
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into (6) and dividing by (V3  V3 ).

v(7. - [v , Vv ,,

- - [V 3.D V3 '/Q me)]

V$vV 3  v3

Terms on the right are computed from (4) and its

analog for drifts. Quantities of interest have been profiled

and are presented in tables (2) and (3) for various orien-

tations of the vectors during the mean-sdlar daylight conditions

(table (1)).
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Table of ionospheric properties

used in ionospheric wind calculations.

'HE MEAN SOLAR DAYTIME ATMOSPHERE

ALT
KM

200
190
180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
SO
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

-00

ALT
200
190
180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
SO
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
-00

NEUTRAL
TEMP
1235
11 31
1128
1074
1020
866
712
531
350
280
210
185
160
203
247
290
264
238
225
225
230

PRESSURE
.103E-03
.139E-03
.187E-03
.252E-03
.339E-03
.500E-03
.737E-03
.142E-02
.272E-02
.919E-02
.310E-01
.190E 00
.11SE 01
.534E 01
.245E 02
.113E 03
.413E 03
.152E 04
.10OE 04
.26SE 05
.101E 06

CP/CV
GAMMA

1.46
1.45
1.45
1.44
1.44
1.44
1.43
1.43
1.43
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.40

SOUNiD
SPEED

763
747
726
705
634
527
556
486
393
350
301
282
262
294
323
350
333
315
306
305
340

TLECTR; N
TEMP
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
970
740
510
280
220
160
160
203
247
290
288
286
234
282
280

DENSITY
.285E-09
.402E-09
.567E-09
.800E-09
.1133E-03
.199E-03
.3523E-08
.96 5E-08
.265E-07
.115E-05
* 502E-06
.352E-305
.247E-34
* .930 - 04
.3503-03
.132E-02
. 5367- 2
.213E-01
.922E-01
.4057 00
.122E 01

ELECTRSNS
.316E 12
.282E 12
.251E 12
.224E 12
.200E 12
.178E 12
.165E 12
.153E 12
.142E 12
.132E 12

1.000E 11
1.000E 10

.316E 10
1.000E 09
1. 000E 03

.316E 08

.316 07
1.300E 06

.3167 06
1.00E 05

FIMLEC
WEIGHT

26.0
25.2
26.4
26.3

27.0
27.2
27.4
27.6
27.8
28.0
23.1
28.2
28.3
28.4
28.5
23.6
28.7
28.8
23.9
29.0

Table II-B-1.1
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Table II-B-1.2

I;!JNSPHERIC EFFECTS OF HORIZNTAL WID VX=I ,ETER/SEC
B=Bt*( 0. 1.03090 o )

H
200
150
125
105
90
75
63
43

H
203
150
125
105

99
75
60
40

DZ
.175E-09

-. 456-9 3

-.4652-39
-. 186E-3
-. 7452-35
-.456E-03
-. 291E-09

1.00

EZ
-. 002E-04

-. 500E-34

-. 603E-34-.605E-94

-. 603E-04
-. 633-04

.903 03

.030E 8S

0.03E 0.00OE 03

.OOOE 03
B--S90( .7073 .7070 0.

EZ
-. 424E-043
-. 424E-0
-. 424E-9,
-. 424-04
-. 424E-04
-. 424E-4
-.424E-34
-. 424E-04

B:8C( .7073 0

.603E-12
.653E-10
.116E-07
.249E-C5
.291E-35
.212E-34
.509E-05
.31 2E-06

EZ
-. 565E- 19
-. 891E-09
- .23E- 37
-. 301 E-07
-. 229E-O5
-. 205E-04
-. 418E-04
-. 424E-34

.1 16E-39
4 -.466-39
4 1S6I-38a

-. 33DE 03
S-.1493-08
-.559E- 33
-.325E-33
-. 175E-9

. .73
DZ

.532E O

.495E 03
.2932 03

.2752-93

.145E-03

.477E-35

.192E-07
.7370 .70

DZ
.1372-01
.725E-1
.347E 03
.57E-e1
.392E-02
.153 - 93
.577E-S95

-. 291 E-10
B=83*( .5773 .5770 .577

EZ
-. 6SSE-10

-. 123E-97
.212E-36
.255E-05

-. 312E-35
-. 339E-04
-. 344E-04

DZ
.343E 03-

.481E 03

.4931-31

.215E-33

.3512-35

.126E-37

JX
.103E-S3
.3477-17
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II-B-2 Gravity Wave Dissipation and Heating

Quantitatively, the energy lost by the neutrals due to

their interaction with charged particles is - VP -V

which is determined by dotting V3 into formula (I-B-2.8c)

S(-V3 g- ) D +f (Vs1--P. -) /Q. e)+(--VsJ V3

((V3. v7) v,. ,'( Vl3,.V

(2) decay time T = '_ . (V
('VP v3 )

In the case that P and V3 are coefficients of

exponentially varying functions in space or time the asterisk

refers to complex conjugate and one takes the real part of

the expression. Profiles of dissipation rate (1) have been

computed for a variety of acoustic gravity wave modes.

Generally the profile is within a factor of 2 or so of the

profile of dissipation rate of ionospheric winds. However,

for the-modes the dissipation is not so smooth a function

of altitude due to the vertical wavelengths of the modes.
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In fact, *at some altitudes electromagnetic effects may be

acting to strengthen the gravity wave rather than diminish

it.

As a mechanism for dissipation of acoustic gravity waves

electromagnetic effects are fairly independent of frequency

and wave-number quite unlike dissipation due to heat con-

duction and molecular viscosity.

A comparison of the results of this thesis with

Midgley and Liemohn's calculation of viscons damping shows

that electromagnetic dissipation is more important for all

velocities comparable to the jet stream. At some lower velocity

(shorter vertical wavelength) these must become equal but

exact comparison is difficult due to differences in tech-

niques and thermal models.

Finally we come to the heating of the ionosphere by

energy lost from ionospheric winds and gravity waves.

Along with wind profiles and the specific heat C every-

thing needed is a profile of formula (1) or (2) because the

heating rate is

heating reat = - --3 degrees C/sec
;0Cp

heating time = -~_ _ - 0 .  sec/degree C

PP.V VV 3

Since T is actually graphed in units of hours we may

also read the same graph as hours to raise the temperature

one degree if the time axis is scaled by 103/V2.
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Figure II-B-2.1

0 0

IJ)1 '3 fINIII'V

Vertical energy transport time for

acoustic gravity waves originating in the jet stream.
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Since ionospheric winds of 100 meters/sec at 125 km altitude

are fairly typical where decay times are typically 20 hours

we get

heating time = 3 _ O  
- 2 hours/degree centigrade

Gravity waves associated with the jet stream are

dissipated at about 110 + 10 km. altitude where the vertical

group velocity is 50 hoursper kilometer and the decay time

is 300 hours. Both observations and modal calculations

agree that 100 meters/sec is a reasonable particle velocity

at' that altitude and this implies a heating rate of 30

hours per degree. Due to uncertainties in the altitude and

velocity magnitude involved the reliability of this number

is taken to be an order of magnitude.
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II-B-3 Electromagnetic Effects of the Lamb Wave

Figure 1 shows the particle motions of the Lamb wave in

a realistic temperature model.

The amplitude of the vectors is scaled to correspond

to what we consider the quietest atmospheric conditions, an

r.m.s. pressure at the ground of 10 microbars. Every-

thing scales linearly. Multiply by a factor of 10 to get

typical noise amplitudes observed on the ground (100 micro-

bars) or by a factor of 50 to get unusually large amplitudes

(.5 millibar). All vector amplitudes are in rationalized

MKS units.

Subsequent figures are calculated from the theory

developed in section I-B-4. Superposed on the T-J model we

have a uniform magnetic field at 450 in the x-z plane. The

wave we are considering is traveling southward at midlati-

tude in the northern hemisphere. The neutral particles col-

lide with charged particles and tend to drag then along.

This is depicted in figure 2. At high altitudes however, the

charged particles tend to follow magnetic field lines. In

figure 3 we see the electric fields induced by the Lamb wave.

At high altitudes the electric fields tend to be perpendicular

to the magnetic field due to the high conductivity along field

lines. At low altitudes charge concentration produces a

divergence of E which is clearly apparent on the figure at
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Figure II-B-3.1 Particle velocities (MKS Units) for

a Lamb wave propagating along the x-axis in a realistic

atmosphere.
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Figure II-B-3.2 Drift = )Vion + Velectron) / 2 in meters/
sec induced by the Lamb wave in figure 1. Drift follows
neutrals at low altitude and follows magnetic field lines
at high altitudes.
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3.3 Electric fields induced by the Lamb

wave. The induced electric fields are perpendicular to
the magnetic field at high altitude. At low altitude

charge concentration gives a divergence of E .
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10 and 135 kilometers on the x-axis.

Figure 4 shows the induced electrical currents. They

behave somewhat like the charged particle drift but differ

'at low altitudes because they are influenced in addition by

the electric fields. Figure 5 shows the induced magnetic

fields. One may crudely verify curl H=J by comparison of

figures 4 and 5. Near the bottom one sees the magnetic

field satisfying curl H=O.

Figure 6 shows the electrical effects of the Lamb

wave fo figure 1 propagating toward the east.
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Figure II-B-3.4 Electric currents induced by the Lamb

wave. The electrical currents behave like the drifts except

at low altitude where electric fields influence the currents.
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Figure II-B-3.5 The magnetic field induced by the Lamb

wave. The magnetic fields are obtained.by solving
curl H=J. This may be qualitatively verified by comparison

with figure 3.4
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131.0 -.. / ..----------------------

15. ------------------- /
110.5-----------'I---------------------

.- - ----------------------
.---------------------- ..

173. =======-----------------------
35. -- ----- /--------------------------= Ili"-
903.0 ----------------------- :::........

5.0 ::/::///.///: .::: ..IX...1 ........-

754..3 I~1111'IT 11111114. 1 Z:=I

4. 4).5 9).3 - 143.5 13S .
'iL -y , _- L;, ( 1.3 ,, . , D. )

AMPLITUDE
*44E-S3
.44E-11

.51E-
*53E-0

.451-3?

..34E-Y
i 4 E

C 5!--E

.1IE-F

.37Z-11
S.3-12

.2SE-13

.76Z-14

.24E-14

AMiLIU3E
.15E-3
.15-0n3

.1 E-33"

.55E-04

.4FE-04

.43E-04

.33E-34

.33Z-04

.15 E-04

ALT VE:T2R : (HX,JZ)
153. ...... ~.l - ---**** ==...........
145.0 .......'?' ---,***//r*. ...
140.0 ... .":: !:'--..************ ..........

11. 0 ...... '::,----/***lo 1 j .. == ....////.....
105.0 IIIII 2:J'I ----- /// ll********:N. :.; :=====://///

100.0 II IIII IiNf:)-------// =///9115.0 I.IIIII''J~------- /11 1 *
9.0 .111111 "/- / ~/ , 1 J;:=======::::////.

95.0 II Ill ,iP I-------///l 1111 1 :.J=:::::::////I

75.. IIIII i1 1:1 .: ..------- // / 111 11 ', . -------=:////5.0 l 1 111 ,9 15. 0 TI T T11 r I.I Il I I iL:L;:::::::///

5. I I I I ! :7' ----- ///// I1111"l1' ==== ////!

0. 49.5 39.3 14'.5 1l9.1
KILMIETERS ALC'C ( 1.3':, C. , O.C)

ALT VECTe, = (JX,JZ)

145. ......... ... 11W*W****************I..
140.0 o**.. o..oao o..o ... I*******,w**o9o****
135.0 **** ...................... I************
133. *****111 IIII*****,***.~*****
15.0 -/ ./ ** 
19 .- ----------.- '! ///==/ " ------

115.0 :---./// /.. / ... ... ..

I!* 3 ----------- /---------
.0 ------ 4 --..-- !-- -- / ------.---

. .to -----/ I ===

75.j ***-4*-**---- -----

55.05.5 .9 -----------.--- ,,,-- :,,,,,oi,:
53 **///// ... ./////------------

. 49.5 99. 0 14 .5 I, . .,KIL3MIZTE rS AL9;G ( 1.330, 0. , O.C)
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II-B-4 The Westerly Jet Wave

The jet stream in our locality is usually from the west.

In this section we show the calculated electromagnetic

effects of this wave. Figure 1 shows the T-J model for a

wave of 20 minute period wave propagating at 85 meters/second.

(A more typical velocity would be 50 meters/second but 85

makes a clearer presentation.) Figure 2 shows the same

wave with a realistic temperature profile. In these calcu-

lations some quite crude approximations have been made

which invalidate the results at high altitude. Since the

gravity waves are damped out around 110 kilometers altitude

but the modal solutions have neglected the damping, the

current sources have been neglected above 120 kilometers.

A more correct procedure would follow the outline of section

I-B-5. In view of the substantial differences which could

also result by changing the period, phase velocity, and thermal

or ionization structure it does not appear that the extra

effort of the method of I-B-5 would be adequately rewarded.

The fairly large difference between the T-J model

and the realistic model arises because the T-J model has

an unrealistic temperature jump at 100 kilometers and this is

a,- crucial altitude for the electrical phenomena.
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AMLITUDE
.27E 01

.2E 81

.21E 01

.19E 91

.ISE 01

.17E I1

.IIE 8262

.,5E 01

.27E II

.21E €1

.35E 01

.41E 01

.32E 91

.ISE 01

.CIE I9

.97E o

.14E 81

.13E 01

ALT ECTJR :(VX,VZ)
128.8 ///////========:::::::://///////////-------1///
117.5 //1 - //////////------//-/////
105.6 / /=-:::- ///i/// . ////////
112.5 V : 4=1/ l/y//// ----- // ////////
11. /=====:::::::1/////////----- / I/////////
187.5 ======1/////-//-------///// //
105. r==N/// // / -------- /////////:
192.5 ===/// // //////-
1I . =// /1// / /---- I /////-1//
37.5 ----------'/::-:=================-----
95.0 - II/1//
92.5 .... ':/J I //// j' : 1 1111 ///
77.5 // 11///---// 1111 TPM57.5 : /"/---/:";----- 

-//1 
.:"

85.8 ==========---------------=

72.5 ----- //----- -- --------

72.9 ---------- ==============/--I-----
0. 24.9 49.5 74.6 99.5
KILIMETERS ALJaG ( 1.0, 8. , 6.3)

ALT VEZT3R (EX,EZ
12. ----- -- . - - /--------------
117.5 ---------... --:::::----- - /--------------
115.0 ------- ::::::================--------------
112.5 ------ = ========-=======------------
11.0 ------- /:::::::: =:::::::---------.
137.5 -------/ - ::======-======--------------
105. ------ /==:::::::::::::::::: -------------
132.5 -------- I/::::::::::-==== = ------------
1.3 ------/=================/'i- -----------
97.5 ----- /11 I'T Nq'V II ==== /IIINI;,';a; .JN---
95.8 --- /I1 1111 '!;'] 

1 
: '1 I I III:i' W::"-

92.5 --/1 111 I'VNINi!== :::I IIII I j,?::a.,i-
93.9 // 11 Il'l';:i===:///I IIIIII ;iE---//
97.5 III11 N1 =////IIIIIIIIIIIIIT I-/////111111
5.0 111111 /-IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII/'l 11111 1111

52.5 Hllll//-IIIIIIIIt IlIIIII//7llll1 11111
53.1 1111//--"IIIIIIIIIIIIII/// ..11111111111
77.5 ///---'mN JII IIIII !I///===:dill#1 l Illl
75.0 ItIIIIIIIIIII:J 11111 l11 l/IIIIIIII
72.5 IIfIIIIII=111111111 111111111'11111411
71.0 IIIIIIIIII/= ll111111111- ;ilINIIIIIII

3. 24.3 49.5 74. 939.5
KILOPIETES ALSZJG ( l.es, 0. , 6.3)

ALT VECTOR = (DX,DZ)
123.0 IIIIII II///.111111111111111////*IIIII
117.5 ///// 11//////// ////////*III///1
11i5. /////////=.1//// 1/////////////* I///////
112.5 ///////=.1////I ////////I//-ll///////
512.5 - 1II----- -1I0I9 /////=.1//////////,,////-/// ////
167.5 11111/////=.1////////////////-'I/////////
105.e ///=./////////////////--I/// ///////////
102.5 //"////////////////-I/////////////////
1a.98 :=//////////////7--1////////////////::
97.5 ... ----- ~/ == .==... i 1//---- -

92.5 --- "'V4t! *l* i////====:::1 i1.... 1/////--
99.0 ===////II* I Ial'l..----/////II ... 111 ",::.==:
7.5 =======//I:-- .-----------//. . ::=====

r85.8 ar--s::::"---------------/== =
32.5 ===:====': .///--------:I //.
RS.0 ====-""Nl1. !////-------...... " *I/////==...
77.5 :'VIl1.. I11111///--JilI I- i i://///=
75.9 ------ //. 1 I"N:I:====== ==///I I I I;.---
72.5 i------ //l1:===:== ==== /

- -  -

71.0 _ ---- '!=================--------
6. 24.9 49.5 74.6 93.5
KILIMET S ALJNG C 1.02, O. , C.:)

AX"LITUDE ALT VECT2R = (JX,JZ)
.522-C7 120. ==============-**------------------..
.51E-17 117.5 =:::======- =/-*-------------------..
.4E-17 115.0 :::::::::::/*------------------//
.45E-57 112.5 ie==c:::/* ------------------ //
.4 7 110. ======//*------------------//=
.39E-97 117.5 =====/ --------- / .. --- =====-;-
.4E-17 105. ===* ------------------- /.
. 6C-807 102.5 ===--------------------/.. . . .. . - -
.19E-07 1^0.3 :/------------------//
.72E-37 97.5 ------ :--======= = --------
.2E-7 95.8 -------------.. ==:===----=== -----
.53E-03 92.5 -------- 1.... ================== --------
.2E- 92.0 :======//.. .'N-------------/***T
.3-0' 37.5 : :=======/.'------------------/*. -
.31E-P8 S5.5 =-------===/':------- z=p -----.=== =
.1!E-51 12.5 -.--------------------. =========
.67T-19 s3.1 ::::::::::w *-----------------...
.13Z-09 77.5 .====::======********-----------.. ......
.15E-139 75.3 ------.....
.13E-39 72.5 ------ -* --== z -====== -....-- --------

.62E-19 76.0 --- *.*..**==:==:====:: ........ /--------
6. 24.9 49.0 74.E 99.5
KILOMETEPS ALWIG ( 1.3)0, O. , 0.3)

AK.LITUDE ALT VEZT3R = (HX,wZ)
.54E-33 129.0 =====:: =................---------..*** :
.45E-83 117.5 r 1JN':4'J'1 ........ :N'NIJ: 1 ' I*'**'i
.43E-13 115.3 .'1:1 ' .1............ '!14NNT' ~NP* ***w 'I
.357-3 112.5 P141 .................'::lN + i*+* *****
.35E-03 11.0 1.................#11#** * *

.32E-23 1-7.5 .................II**rt*Ii iM..

.292E-3 125.0 ............ ==///******* *--///...

.25E-03 132.5 ..........'1' I===/** ***'' - **. .

.39E-23 103.5 ....... :N:=======//* '**:;'-----/

.19E-13 37.5 /1..1 1' "::========-/// I':;t ...--- -. ////

.16E-g3 95.9 /i1;1 T -'= ///I I.II :.------ /

.14E-63 52.5 /1** II'l: N===////I I..II : ///
.12E-33 9.3 /11*11 ::::::======//IT.. ;IN ..----- //I/
.IIE-03 57.5 /11I*111 M:T:__.///II.1';' ..-----///
.ISE-03 5.3 /I11lulI',--:=3=////I III: ..--- /
.972-84 32.5 /111141 'P::::::////I IIII;:;N- //
.91E-54 53. /111 l:l======///~ III!ll 1';,. ------ ///
.352-34 77.5 /1111 ItL==:==== / IIIII'..--... //
.795-4 75.0 /111111 T':i /////I :II " -~/'///

.737-04 72.5 /11111-'-J-::======////IIII' : ---;...

.4"E-34 70.2 /11111 ' J:======////IH!!!!:, --- .////
6. 24.9 49.3 74.1 99.5
KILMETEIS ALOVIG ( 1.033, 6. , 1.3)

A.M PLITUDE
.19E-05
.19E-05
.19F-15
*19E-35
.19E-95
.19E-05
S19E-55

.19E-25

.19E-85

.22E-25

.26E-35

.2SE-05

.21 E-35

.39E-05
.10E-14
.19E-34
.22E-34
.12E-04
.21E-4
.41E-04
.46E-84

AMPLITUDE
.172 31
.15E I1

.14E 31

.13E $1

.12E 01

.91E to

.54E 91

.31E 61

.29E 01

.ISE 01
.29E U1
.22E II
.19E 01
.132 9I
.62E 66
,89E 9e
.12E 31

Figure II-B-4.1

model.

Electrical effects of jet wave in T-J



AMPLI TUDE
.19E 02
.17E 02
.15E 02
.18E 02
.17E 02
.12F 02
.90E 01
.88E 01
.84E 01
.63E 01
.45E 01
.31E 01
.30E 01
.25E 01
.16E 01
.15E 01
.13E 01
.90E 00
.48E 00
.78E 00
.35E 00

ALT VECTOR = (EX,EZ)
120.0 ===---------------
117.5 ==========-------------------
115.0 ---------------
112.5 ==========-------------
110.0 =======-=/-------------
107.5 =========I -------------- :::=.
105.0 =========I--------------/':
102.5 =========I------------ ::=:
100.0 =====I ---------------===::::::
97.5 ========/--------------- 1
95.0 ==========---------------I=====
92.5 ==========/-------------- I======
90.0 =========J/ -------------- I
87.5 =========!/-------------- I/::
85.0 ==========-----------------:::::
82.5 =========--------------
80.0 'NNNNNNINNNNNN'iNNN'pJ!N NNNNNN
77.5 1JNNNN"T1I ,~NNINNNN vJN N J N
75.0 1PJN==/IIINN ' NT11NN--/l 1IINNINNNNN
72.5l IILI--"N[NI II I I II::N LqN
70.0 ===N....... --- l ===== 2.s-

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0
KILOMETERS

ALT VECTOR : (DX,DZ)
120.0 //1111111 /////.I IIII///////
117.5 ///////1//1//////11111111/////
115.0 //// //I/////I ///////////////
112.5 - ///l=========-////1--------
110.0 ------ //= - 1//-------
107.5 --NII///= =------ --.- ---
105.0 ..I/I///l == N.1///-------N
102.5 ==- /s---------//1: :
100.0 -- :::.//----- ----- N//==-==
97.5 === .///--- ----. ///::::::
95.0 =N1. l/// ------ I// ::::::
92.5---- /1:::::::: I/I/I----
90.0-- ---- 1== -=====/-------
87.5 -------I//==== =====.. .///- ---
85.0 ---NII////=- === ll// -----
2.5 ======== --------- --- :::

80.0 == ==-----= 1//------ ---- NI//===
77.5 == ,==91///------ ///
75.0 :==3.1//// --- I///// /
72.5 =====!N1 //i ----1N I1/===
70.0 /=NIlllll1//////-/IIIII ////

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0
KILOMETERS.

AMPLI TUDE
.3SE-0S
.33E-OS
.30E-06
.38E-0-
.35E-06
.24E-05
.21E-06
.33E-06
. 10E-06
.43E-07
.17E-07
.66E-03
.42E-08
.25E-OS
.12E-08
.81E-09
.51E-09
.23E-09
.75E-10
.69E-10
.10OE-IO

AMPLITUDE
.20E-02
.18E-02
.17E-02
.12E-02
.12E-02
.11E-02
.11E-02
.35E-03
.15E-03
.76E-04
.54E-04
.36E-04
.25E-04
.1E-04
.14E-04
.11E-04
.91E-05
.7E-03
.66E-05
.55E-05
.47E-05

ALT VECTOR = (JX,JZ)
120.0 =11/ / //-----I//////:::
117.5 ///-// --- I//////l :::::== /
115.0 U//--- ///= 1///
112.5 --- ----------
11.0 ------ -------

107.5 ---- //===== =//----------
105.0 --.//////:;- ////--- ----- --
102.5 =: --------- ---- ---
100.0 ==-------- -------
97.5 ----- -------
95.0 ==----- ------- = ---

85.0 ----- /=- =====./ -----
82.5 ===== /IN---------/-1:::
80.0 == ===/IN---- ------- /.==
77.5 ----------
75.0 -----------
72.5 * -------------
70.0 ======:::::: **-----------

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0
KILOMEERS

ALT VECTOR = (HX,HZ)
120.0 ...-------- *** -
117.5 ..-------- **-- .... *..
115.0 ..---- W* ******::: ....
112.5 --****** ***=*........... -
110.0 *** w****J ,................**
107.5 *** w** .............
105.0 *****O ...............
102.5 ****==::N ...........- 'iF *******
100.0 *--- // ....... ::= / /*C#*
. 97.5 ----- I////I.. 'IN====== // --

95.0 ----- ////1 :::::== / TN---
92.5 ---.///11*! ====-//I*. NN---
90.0 ---- ///l1 '1 Ir---=//I .i NNN---
87.5 ---- l///I NN::::=====/// .IN3NN
85.0 --- ///III1 N:===- . II. NN--
82.5 ----///111111 -=:///II V . NNNN-
80.0 ---- ///llllqNn====///IIT INNN-
77*5 ---- ,,, i . , .... // I It,,m .
75.0 ---- ///Il IIINNN--
72.5 ---- /// 1ll- :::l/I I I I I -
70.0 ---- /// I I 111 N === ////I I IINNN--

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0
KILOMFT1n ..

Figure II-B-4.2 Electrical effects of jet wave in real-

istic model.
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AL
120.
117.
115.
112.
110.
107.
105.
102.
100.(

97.
95.
92.
90.3
87.
85.(
82.
80.C
77.
75.C
72.!
70.0

T VECTOR = (VX,VZ)
0 =:1//////---------///::-:
5 /////I------///// :::::::: ,/
0 ////-- -- __.__ y ::- ...=:- ..
5 --- -/::=:::::::/I-------........
0 ------ /:::::::::=====1/--------
5 --- I// I .=== NI//----------
0 -:lI// -=====l/////-------
5 /=== -------------
0 ==== 1--------------------
5 :::: :-------------1/:::::
0 ==NI///--------- I II !///=
5 ------- //IN======== :: // ----
0 -- - --- :: . .-- -- :11 .------ -. -- -- / . .0------------ -------5 ------ W//====- ======1/--------
50 ----:I///-::::==l ///L----
5 = -- /V---------/1--

0 -====---------------:/ -
- ========:-11//-----------11/:::

5 ======'F4I //--------.I I////::=
S/==1 I !//////--rI I I I///////

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0

AMPLITUDE
.16E-04
.16E-04
.16E-04
.17E-04
.17E-04
.17E-04
.16E-04
.16E-04
.15E-04
.15E-04
.15E-04
.1 6E-04
.17E-04
.18E-04
.19E-04
.18E-04
.19E-04
.19E-04
.16E-04
.23E-04
1.3E-04

AMPLITUDE
.1IE 02
.96E 01
.81E 01
.91E 01
.84E 01
.59" 01
.47E 01
.48E 01
.44E 01
.34E 01
.25E 01
.17E 01
.16E 01
.14E 01
.98E 00
.92E 00
.83E 00
.66E 00
.43E 00
.69E 00
.34E 00
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II-B-5 Finite Transverse Wavelength

In all of the mathematics so far we have considered

plane wave disturbances when in fact the observations

we have made of the jet waves indicate that the coherence

between microbarograph time series perpendicular to the

wave velocity (transverse coherence) was for from unity as

one would expect for plane waves. In fact the transverse

coherence was usually less than the coherence in the direc-

tion of propagation (Icngitudinal coherence.) Thus one might

interpret our observations as standing wave patterns in

the y direction which are moving in the x direction.

For a jet in the x direction at a speed Vx one might

say we observe waves with a given vx = tl /and a range of

+k. . The k dependence in the acoustic equations
-y y

appears- in the terms (k 2 + k 2 ) and , so a
x y

solution to a problem with k = 0 would be almost like one

for k small. One feels that although introducing ky y
may produce quantitative differences it will not produce

anything unexpected. The situation in the electromagnetic

case is not nearly so obvious. Electrical currents obviously

cannot go off to infinity in the transverse direction.

How will the potential, drift, and the magnetic field change

when the currents are forced to circulate by a cosine or

sine y-dependence? What we have done in this section is to
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solve two problems, one for +k and one for -k . Due to
Y Y

the arbitrary orientation of the earth's magnetic field with

respect to the propagation direction these two problems

may have very different solutions. Adding the two solutions

+ and f. we get

T4 eCJV + +

For the acoustic variables P'7 / / and L where the

propagation is parallel to the wind ( = 0) the coefficient

of the sine vanishes by the equivalence of +k and -k in
Y Y

the equations. Thus a single "snapshot" of the x-z plane

at y = 0 is sufficient to show what is going on. The acoustic

variable V is antisymmetric in +k so-it has sine k
- Y y

y-dependence where U has cosine k y-dependence. Thus

air parcels circulate in the x-y plane. For the electro-

magnetic variables the situation is more complex, both

the sine and the cosine dependence being important. Thus

for e.m. variables two "snapshots" are presented, one at
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y = 0 and one at y = '/p.

Now that we recognize that the solutions are sums and

differences of solutions we have already seen we do not

expect orders of magnitude differences to result from forcing

current loops to close. For the sake of completeness we

present figure 1. The cosine dependence is on the left and

the sine dependence is on the right.



hW'U 13LE ALT VECTOR : (%X,VZ)
.21 00 120.0 1: 1111 11/1/://11 1// 11-
.21E 00 117.5 I////////////////////////////I
.19E 0 115.0 ///////////-///////////////////
.27E 00 112.5 ---- 1///:======-"='I ///-----
21E 00 110.0 NIIIIII////.="ill11l/////--

.272 00 102.5 -- .- '/::=:::::/--.

.19E 00 100.0 -1-'411111////:=='N1lll///"-"

.31E 00 97.5 :::::-1//------.-. I :::

.ISE 00 95.0 0zNlll llll///-'~NII1IIIIII//==
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.17£ 00 S7.5 ::::///N .------- //l1:====
.16 0 95.0 =::::'"II// .------ I//==-:
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l  
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.35E-01 52.0 ....- // :::=:ll/f..

.20E-01 77.5 ///IIIl!II.."-//1llllllll l*N/
.27E-01 75.0 . ...--------------.
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.14E-01 70.0 .. I//I1l1..l1l=:///'1II**III-"

0. 24.7 49.4 74.0
KILO-TITRS A.3 ( 1.000, 0. . 0.3)

APPLITUDE ALT VE T R : (EX.EZ)
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III. Data Acquisition and Interpretation

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the data,

typical and atypical, and to show how the most coherent data

is associated with the jet stream. To begin with we describe

the instrumentation, both the microbarographs and the overall

system. Then a two weeks stretch of data is presented and

interpreted to give an idea of the frequency of jet stream

observations, other observations, and instrumentation pro-

blems. Finally we will consider the jet phenomena more

closely, its spectrum, its coherency in space and its time

variations and show how these tie in with the theory

derived in preceding chapters.
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III-A Instrumentation

We have been recording 3-30 minute period atmospheric

pressure variation in eastern Massachusetts for about a year.

The map on figure 1 shows the four recording sites at Bed-

ford, Weston, Cambridge, and Groton (the same as Millstone

Hill). We have since discovered that a quite similar array

was set up by Flauraud, Mears, Crowley, and Crary in 1954.

Figure 2 gives an overall view of our data collection

and analysis hardware. Signals are sent directly over DC

telephone lines to our laboratory from the pressure ob-

servation stations. The pressure transducer at MIT is

not in our building because of the interference caused by

elevators and central air conditioning. The pressure trans-

ducers in Bedford and Weston are in the basements of private

homes and the transducer at Groton is in a warehouse. No

spatial filtering at the transducers was attempted because

of the long wavelengths (more than 10 kilimeters) of interest

in this thesis.

The digitizer and tape recorder are shared with other

experiments so digital data was collected at irregular inter-

vals amounting in total to about 1/3 of the year. This data

is sorted on cards. Analog multiplexed recordings were

made continuously and some examples are shown in the next

section.

The microbarograph is depicted in figure 3. A dif-
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ferential pressure measurement is made between two air

reservoirs which leak at different rates. The differential

pressure is measured by a Sanborn model 270-300 gas pressure

transducer. The manufacturers functional diagram is shown

in figure 4. The air reservoirs are two 16 oz. glass bottles

which leak to the atmosphere through stainless steel capil-

lary tubing. One bottle leaks with a time constant of

36 seconds and the other with a constant of 15 minutes.

Consequently the device is most sensitive to atmospheric

pressure variations in the 1T .36/60 to 70-15 minute

period range. Some additional filtering is done in the

electronic amplifiers to further reduce the long period cut-

off. The final bandpass is depicted on figure 5.

After two of the instruments were constructed they

were run in separate buildings about 200 meters apart. A

camparison of the records obtained, shown in figure 6,

shows nearly identical recbrdings. The principal differences

apparent on figure 6 are due to slight differences in the

leak rates of the capillaries. We have found the manu-

facturer's calibration to be accurate and normally r'un

unmultiplexed strip chart data with +3 centimeter full

scale at +.7 millibar full scale.
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Typical data illustrates four physical processes,

moving weather fronts, ground level winds, storms, and jet

stream associated disturbances. Unsuccessful attempts were

made to identify waves from 5 French atomic explosions in the

South Pacific and 2 Chinese explosions in western China.

This is attributed to low source strength, great distance,

and possibly the frequency band of recording.

Moving weather fronts like the one shown in figure 1

can sometimes be identified by large transients with large

relative time delays. Jet stream disturbances may appear im-

pulsively as in figure 2 or they may appear as a high correla-

tion among channels for 24 hours or more.

Data from the first two weeks of 1967 is presented in

figures 3 and 4 . Each figure shows 7 strip charts, one for

each day of the week. Each strip chart shows 5 channels which

from the top are telluric currents, Groton, Bedford,Weston,

and Cambridge. We next describe features of this data on a

day to day basis.

2 Jan. The wind is frequently stronger during the

day than at night. This appears as a high-

er f re.. .q--tent in the p -ressure records

at midday than at midnight. Another good ex-

ample of this is on 6 Jan.
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4 Jan. A fairly continuous coherency is apparent un-

til about 11 A.M. Weston and Cambridge are

especially coherent with Weston leading Cam-

bridge by about 5 minutes which corresponds

to a jet stream speed.

4 Jan. A storm moves off to the northeast at 8 P.M.

It is interesting that the pressure disturb-

ances cease so abruptly compared to the onset

of the disturbance a day before.

5 Jan. The Groton pressure channel occasionally suf-

fers electrical interference with an iono-

sonde housed nearby. This appears as pulses

at half hourly intervals.

7 Jan. Large telluric currents are observed without

an associated pressure disturbance.

7 Jan. The Cambridge channel phone line went dead

for awhile. We have found polarity reversals

associated with such cutoffs, but it is ap-

parent from the signal received at 2 A.M. the

next day that the polarity was not reversed

this time.

9 Jan. A transient arrives at 1:40 P.M. on the Bed-

ford channel which is thought to be associated

with a transient in the power supply at Bed-

ford.

10 Jan. Good jet stream coherency at 2 A.M.

14 Jan. Multiplexer difficulty causes double imaging.

Good jet stream coherency up to 8A.M.15 Jan.
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15 Jan. Some very quiet telluric currents with aver-

age to noisy barographic conditions.

An unusual pressure disturbance took place on 13 Novem-

ber 1966. All stations recorded a very sinusoidal disturbance

for about 18 hours. The period was about 13 minutes around

noon and decreased to about 8 minutes after midnight. A sim-

iliar observation was made by Flauraud et. al. on 18 January

1952 but their example- persisted only a few hours and the

changing period was not observable. Visual inspection of the

records yielded no unambiguous velocity determination. The

digitizer was not operating at the time so a more precise

analysis is not possible.
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III-C Spectrum and Plane Wave Interpretation

The high frequency end of the spectrum of pressure

fluctuations is caused by local wind gusts and the low fre-

quency end is meteorology. The principle feature of interest

in between is the "jet waves". At times the coherency of data

channels is 90% or more with delays related to the jet

stream velocity. Even when the coherence is considerably less,

the pressure variations may be almost completely a result

of the presence of the jet stream. Coherence with the jet

time delays shows that the phenomena is strongly influenced

by, or a result of, the jet stream, but, as we will see,

a purely jet stream phenomena need not result in perfect

coherence.

Flauraud et a'l.reported that these jet waves show no

dispersion. Pulses have a different shape from one station

to the next suggesting dispersionnoise, or that the waves

are composed of a mixture of velocities. Fourier trans-

forms of one day data sections showed no statistically re-

liable dispersion. Figure 1 shows an example of an attempt

to resolve velocity and direction as a function of frequency.

The changing pulse shape is presumably due to the non-unity

coherence among observing points. This non-perfect co-

herence may be interpreted as the interference of random

waves from various directions. The fact that the down-

stream and cross-stream coherencies differ suggest that the

problem cannot be solely a result of random noise.
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The observed velocity and period of the jet disturb-

ance gives us the horizontal wavelength. If the jet is

in the x direction we may say kx  is known. The coherency

of the waves gives us crude information about k . An
y

example of the coherency of a 12 hour stretch of data is shown

in figure 2. It is rather typical in that the Weston-

Cambridge coherence is usually the highest because this is

along the line of the most typical jet stream direction.

The fact that the cross-stream coherence is less than the

downstream coherence as it would be under the assumption

of plane waves in the x direction forces us to interpret

the data in terms of a k as well as a k . If the dis-
y x

turbance were made up of two waves with wave vectors (kx,

k ) and (kx , -k ) we would have a cosine dependence of

pressure in the y direction. A decreasing coherency in

the y direction is obtained by integrating over a distri-

bution in k . Of course we don't know what weighting to
y

give to different values of k but if we take the dis-
y

tribution to be constant over the range +K one gets a-y

coherency of the form (sin K y)/K y which has its first

root at K y = W . If one assumed an isotropic distri-

2 2 2bution in direction with k + k = K one would get ax y y

cross-stream coherency of Bessel function form J (K y)

with its first root at K y = 2.4. Roughly, we may expect

the coherency in the y direction to drop off to near zero

around K y = 3. This occurs at 8 minute period on figure 2.
ySince the stations are about a 20 kilometer triangle and the

Since the stations are about a 20 kilometer triangle and the
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velocity is about 60 meters persecond we conclude that

_I~x  -o/ )-,k # J -

It is notable that these are about the same. One sometimes

hears the term cellular waves (Martyn 1950) in distinction

to internal waves. A cellular wave is thought of as a

swirl or vortex of air being carried past overhead by the

jet stream. An analysis like that of sectibon II-B-5 shows

that a cellular wave is really nothing more than the sum

of twio internal waves with wave vectors (kx , k ) and

(kx , -k ). The fact that k K simply means the cells
x y x y

are approximately circular. Interpreting the data as approxi-

mately circular cellular waves is reasonable and the idea

of small vortices peeling off the jet stream is appealing.

The crucial question is whether wave packets in (10, k)

space are really organized into vortices or whether we are

looking at something like turbulence. (disorganization in

( , k) space).

A minor difficulty in the above interpretation is

that it hinges on a coherency cutoff at 8 minute period

where another aspect of the problem becomes important.

Figure 3 shows a cross-spectrum between the Cambridge and

Weston pressure records. The predominent feature is the
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sharp cutoff about 8 minute period. The cutoff would

appear even more sharply if power per unit bandwidth were

plotted instead of power per octave. The coherency cutoff

is far less abrupt than the crosspower cutoff. In fact

the trend toward zero is well established before the cutoff.

Therefore the coherency cutoff is not simply a result of

the crosspower dropping to near zero. The sharp crosspower

cutoff may be predicted from the theoretical considerations

of section II-A-13. Briefly, disturbances above the cutoff

frequency may exist in the jet where their doppler shifted

frequency makes them gravity waves, but once outside the jet

they are acoustic in nature and cannot propagate at velocities

less than the speed of sound. Therefore they attenuate strongly

before reaching ground observers. Quantitatively the decay

scale is approximately given by

P

which for a frequency twice the Brunt frequency in a typical

jet stream is about

VP



III-D Correlation With Jet Stream Behavior

Wind and temperature profiles are measured up to an

altitude of about 15 kilometers every 12 hours by meteoro-

logists at several hundred places around the world. These

are obtained with balloons and expendable radio transmitters.

The nearest observation point to our array is 150 kilometers

at Nantucket Island. Better correlation with our pressure

data has been found with Albany, New York which is 220

kilometers distant but more in line with the jet stream.

Figure 1 shows altitude profiles of temperature, wind, and

shear instability number at Albany for the period 2 April

to 5 April 1966. Profiles are numbered 1-4 consecutively.

Since the instability number is determined by taking deri-

vatives of the wind and temperature, it tends to be jagged

and no attempt has been made to drew a continuous profile.

Figure 2 shows successive maps of the height of the

500 millibar surface. This map is nearly the same as a map

of pressureat 5.5 kilometers altitude. The flow is controlled

by the coriolis force and the geostrophic wind equations.

The wind tends to be along lines of constant pressure and the

velocity inversely proportional to contour separation.

These maps show a gradual changing of wind direction from

west by northwest to west by southwest. The separation of con-

tours over Albany reaches a minimum on 4 April, which

corresponds to high winds and the lost balloon (profile
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number 3) on figure 1.

Figure 3 shows three velocity versus time functions

for six days in April 1966. They are: (1) the maximum

velocity of winds aloft, (2) the apparent velocity of dis-

turbances over the microbarograph array, and (3) the velocity

of the wind at the height of minimum Richardson number.

The latter is not always a unique function of time because

of the possibility of multiple altitudes having practically

the same Richardson number. The instable points near the

ground have been neglected because they produce very slow

waves which are incoherent by the time they traverse the

array. The apparent phase velocities were determined from

the time delays at the peaks of a running correlation

calculation with a 4 hour averaging time sampled every two

hours. The correlation between (2) and (3) is remarkable

especially when the velocity is large.

The final correlation between theory and data is to

take the observations and integrate them up toward the

critical height. We will calculate that the linear theory

breaks down first because of the wave introduced wind shear.

The later non-linearity is unimportant. At the height of

shear breakdown the vertical wavelength is 2 kilometers and

wave parcel horizontal velocity is +5 meters per second.

These are quite comparable to the variations on the basic

trend observed in figure 1 and may be used to explain the

small scale variations in these winds. The remainder of
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this section contains the calculation justifying the

.assertions of this paragraph.

The following we take to be typical parameters based

on observations.

2 I/k = 72 kilometers

2V/w = 20 minutes

2V1/ = 10 minutes

z = 10 kilometers
c

u = -60 meters/sec

u = 1 meter/sec = wave particle velocity
o at ground

In the theory of section I-A-3 we have used the

approximation that terms multiplying the inverse doppler

frequency 1/IL dominate all others. Closer inspection

shows that this approximation amounts to assuming that the

local wave frequency is much less than the Brunt frequency.

This approximation is reasonable for our pressure observations

in a realistic jet stream geometry so we can use the for-

mulas of that section. Those we need are

u = uc z/z c- c
U =
z

Z =P

P -

du _du u /z
dz c c

(ku z ) (zc-Z)

i (k/u (ac-Z)I/2 
+ i
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Si (k/u z ) (ac-a) 1 / 2 + i

1/2u = u0 (1 - z/z )/2
O C

time (z) = Jo momentum density dz/momentum flux

from which by substitution we obtain time as a function of

height.

C f

-- A.,,

d ?- - A

Since we are interested in z such that is less than

about 300 millibars we introduce a modest error by takina A

out of the

time (z)

integral. Also take R =

Wj,()
= const.

U0 J

=
( uc i - a/4t(z)

r

2

/. --= Uj
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The time t(z) is readily inverted to give the height z(t)

z(t) =

We can use these expressions to integrate the heights

at which the waves observed on the ground would, when pro-

jected back towards the sources, attain certain critical

magnitudes and the travel times involved. Consider first

the onset of non-linear behavior. For this we calculate

the height at which the wave particle velocity equals the

wind velocity

=

Inserting the typical values we get

, --
so z is within about 3 meters of z and the time requiredc

to propagate from the ground to z is

_ - lOooo 3 >O= 1,2oooo
=a /

This time is unrealistic in view of the close simultaneous

correlations between the observed pressure wave velocities

and the wind velocities. We can also show that this time is
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meaningless because the wave when projected back will develop

unstable shears well before reaching this height. It is

at this height where the wind shear violates the Richardson

criteria that we should expect the sources. To find this

height we set

Drop the phase angle. Take - 1/2 + i I p

So z ic uyihin 400 m-inr nf _ anrn thp travpl time isc

2t = 6- 10000 x 25 seconds = 2 hours = .1 day

These time and altitude scales are within the persistance

and reliability of our knowledge of the stratosphere. Let

us therefore go back and calculate the particle velocity of

the wave at the height.where its shear gives dynamic in-

stability.

u - ~U0
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This is a good result because it is in very good agreement

with observed wind profiles, they are not linear as we have

presumed, but superposed on the linear profile are short

vertical wave lengths with about +5 meters/second amplitude.

Finally we calculate the vertical wavelength superposed on

the presumed linear wind profile.

/V

1Pphase = Im ln(ic-

kilometers

This is certainly typical of balloon observations as may be

seen by figure 1.
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Appendix A. Weight Factors In First Order Matrix Differen-

tial Equations

First order linear matrix differential equations can

frequently be transformed to a new set of variables which ac-

complish the following:

1) simplifies

2) eliminates singular points

3) converts irregular singular points to regular

ones

4) gets a matrix of constant coefficients

5) avoids complex numbers

6) keeps integral from extreme growth or decay reducing

round off problems

Consider a set

d
dz

3

All A,. Ax,

A 3, A,., A33J Lx3J

"addition" transformationOne can derive an
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d

X3
A-?( k i ;,13A-3

XK3

IY

and a "weighting" transformation

-_
KX1

X-3

-L dWA ,

A /w,

w, A I WA,

A133J

wIX

In non-dissipative problems it should be possible to

avoid complex numbers. If the eigenvalues of a constant mat-

rix are pure real or pure imaginary, the solutions are pure

exponential or pure sinusoidal. If by transformations one

can get a matrix of constant coefficients to real symmetric

form, the roots must be real. More usually one gets it to

real and antisymmetric form where the roots are pure real or

pure imaginary, but not complex. (This follows since the

square of an antisymmetric matrix is symmetric so the square

of the roots of an antisyrmmetric matrix must be real.) A

2x2 matrix with real constant coefficients and zero trace has

pure real or pure imaginary roots since the characteristic

equation is A = - determinant.
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Appendix B. Matrix Sturm-Liouville Formulation

A basic technique in geophysical wave propagation prob-

lems is to reduce partial differential equations to ordinary

differential equations by means of trial solutions. Since

all classical physical laws are first order equations, trial

solutions reduce them to a set of first order ordinary dif-

ferential equations. Traditionally one further reduced the

set to a single equation of higher order and sought analytic

solutions to it. Many special features of these ordinary

differential equations such as self adjointness, complete-

ness and orthogonality of solutions, real eigenvalues, con-

servation principles, etc. were well known especially for

second order equations. With the advent of electronic com-

puters the reduction from a first order set of equations to

a single equation of higher order became an unecessary and

often undesirable step, especially for equations of higher

than second order. The special features were unclear to

people beginning to work with the first order matrix equations

because there are very few books written from the newer point

of view. One is Discrete and Continuous Boundary Problems by

F.V. Atkinson. An inclusive framework for a wide variety of

problems is provided by the system

(1) [A ACz) +8
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where J, A, B are square matrices of fixed order k, y(z)

is a k x 1 column vector of functions of z, and is a

scalar parameter. Matrices A and B are hermitian and J

is skew-symmetric, that is

(2) J* = -J, A* = A, B* = B

We will later see that the acoustic-gravity wave problem can

be put into this form. Suppose the continuous functions of z

were approximated by their sampled values at equal intervals

within the interval. The the -d operator in (1) would be

approximated by a matrix like

(3)

-l - I zeros

*I -1

+1 -1

/m

. 0

zeros

The matrix analog of J-d- would be a (Kronecker) product

of two skew matrices which is a symmetric matrix so (1) takes

the form

(4) Lsymmetric matrix y = A Ay
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This is simply the generalized eigenvector problem of matrix

algebra. The real eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors

have their analogs in the differential equation (1).JThere

seems to be no systematic method to put various physical prob-

lems into the form (1). It turns out to be easy for acoustic-

gravity waves. Either equation I-A-1.14 or I-A-2.3 is of the

form

(5)

Multiplying through by a unit 2x2 skew matrix gives the de-

sired form

+1 ox. All A, x.

With formula I-A-2.3 we may identify the parameter A with

k2, so (6) may be written in the form (1).

(7)

In sme ther problems one has the choic of or 2 as

the eigenvalue. Formula (7) is in the desired form only if
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there is no wind because otherwiselC = Wo -ku is dependent

on k so (7) would not really be an eigenvalue problem for

k 2 . Given only that equation (7) is in the form (1), conser-

vation of wave momentum follows from a formula in Atkinson's

book (pages 252-8). Also, one has the orthogonality relation

among modes

b

which has many uses.

A primary,advantage of Atkinson's approach is that one

can understand the basic underlying principles, the orthogon-

ality of eigenvectors for example, and the principles are

applicable to any size matrices. The traditional Sturm-

Liouville approach is only for a second order differential

equation and generalization is far from obvious.
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Appendix C. Atmospheric Constants and Basic Physical

Formulas

The purpose of this appendix is to bring together a mis-

cellany of simple formulas about the atmosphere which are fre-

quently used in this thesis.

1) sea level pressure

5 2= 10 Newton/meter 2 =  bar

2) sea level density

3
= 1.2 kg/meter

3) specific heat at constant pressure

C = 1003 joules/kg/degree CP

4) typical sound speed at sea level

c = 340 meters/sec

5) gravity

g = 9.8 meters/sec 2

6) ratio of specific heats

S= 1.4

7) scale height

H = C - (68 km at sea level)

8) hydrostatic equation

9) perfect gas law

- .- A-A-

M( A .0034 MKS units)

10) isothermal atmosphere

P '.a./ ( -7
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11) atmosphere with constant temperature gradient

T T. t)-,+2

12) adiabatic atmosphere

13) Brunt frequency

Sy= 4 <14- )
-A (,0oq5- ) (radians/sec)T -

14) typical Brunt period

isothermal '2/wb = 5 minutes

troposphere 1r/i)b= 10 minutes
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